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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a methodology that demonstrates how 2D image processing
techniques can be applied to provide solutions for 3D models. Moreover, for
the research sets the aim of evaluating the feasibility and effectiveness of this
methodology by its implementation in two specified areas, namely, 3D facial mesh
alignment and objects recognition in CAD floor plans, respectively. Regarding the
former, an image processing method called optical flow is applied in order to help
the registration of 3D meshes. Additionally, the novel algorithm is evaluated by
comparing its performance with that of the-state-of-art techniques. In relation to
the second application, the aspect of component recognition in CAD floor plans,
image processing based automatic system for analysis and labelling floor plans
drawn in Computer-aided Design (CAD) form is covered. Experiments comparing
the proposed system against other mature systems are evaluated, along with the
outcomes of a comprehensive user survey on the novel system being presented.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

Real world is a highly dynamic world and full of multidimensional data. Such
multidimensional data provides a rich source of information for us to understand
the world and present thoughts efficiently. For instance, humans use three dimensional cues to extract facial expressions, distinguish underlying emotions and
to understand the context. It is also acknowledged that multidimensional information plays a fundamental role in visual behaviour learning.
The field of computer vision aims to extract useful descriptions from images
for understanding the real world. The most significant progress, i.e. image process, has been widely applied in static image analysis and understanding. Image
processing normally refers to digital image processing, which refers to using mathematical operations for signal processing, for which the input is an image, a series
of images, or a video, such as a photograph or video frame. Whilst the output of
image processing may be either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters
related to the image [68]. It has demonstrated a strong ability to discover the
hidden knowledge from lower dimensional data. However, handling multidimensional information is still challenging to current image process systems, in terms
of the large amount nature and difficulty in representation. One missing capability is synchronising lower dimension representation with the higher dimensional
information of a scene.
In this context, this thesis is aimed at improving automatic analysis of multidimensional information by bridging the two dimensional representation with
higher dimensional information in image processing, as well as evaluating the
feasibility and effectiveness of this methodology by its implementation in certain
1
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areas of 4D facial data analysis and automatic structure digitalisation. Regarding
the former, I improve 4D facial animation by linking the motion of a set of 3D
facial meshes to 2D facial images, using optical flow estimation, an image processing method. I further investigate structural scene recognition, with such scenes
having a different hierarchy structure to facial data. They are often complex in
terms of spatial dimensions and hard to analyse. More specifically, I propose a
novel image processing based system for recognising ambiguous assets like walls,
doors and windows in a digital floor plan.
To summarise, this thesis involves studying the feasibility and effectiveness of
a methodology that examines whether 2D image processing approaches in a twodimensional aspect are able to represent efficiently and improve multi-dimensional
problems pertaining to such as 3D animation and structural assets recognition.
This is followed by a conclusion and discussion on further potential work in the
field.

1.1

Contributions

This thesis involves applying interdisciplinary research. On the one hand, it requires comprehensive knowledge of image processing, whilst on the other, knowledge and acute perception regarding other research areas, such as mesh analysis
and CAD analysis are required. Given the primary problem domain defined previously, the motivation of this research is to prove that the proposed my methodology that, in some certain research areas, algorithm fused with image processing
method brings significant improvements compared to those single subject applications. In detail, I will discuss the motivation in two aspect: 3D facial mesh
alignment (Published in [139]) and objects recognition in CAD floor plan (Chinese Patent-201610556348.8), respectively.

1.1.1

Three-dimensional Facial Mesh Alignment

Facial analysis has received a significant amount of attention during the last two
decades. With the development of acquisition techniques for capturing 3D data
from the real world, the problem of estimating the dense correspondence of the
vertexes between face meshes has become very topical. The traditional method
of aligning meshes in a 3D aspect is Iterative Close Point (ICP), as proposed by
Besl [21] in 1992, which simply iteratively finds the closest point between meshes.

2
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In 2010, Myronenko [112] proposed a probabilistic method, the-state-of-art, to
align two meshes by maximising the likelihood of an updated source mesh. Both
of the methods ignored the other main feature of 3D meshes, namely, colour
information.
In Chapter 3, a detailed introduction is given of a novel hybrid registration
method aimed at improving the efficiency and accuracy of analysis of the dense
correspondence between meshes of D3DFACS [40]. D3DFACS is a 4D facial expression dataset that provides more than 200 verified dense 3D face action unit
sequences captured in a relevantly high frame rate (60 fps). However, adjacent
facial meshes do not correspond with each other, which leads to extra difficulties
for animation. To solve this problem, the raw 3D meshes are projected into a 2D
image plane, which is followed by application to a global hybrid non-rigid registration. The achieved correspondent information of the 2D image is further used
to align the raw meshes in 3D. Furthermore, taking into account a critical issue
regarding the storage of a 4D face mesh dataset, a novel compression algorithm
is also developed for 3D facial meshes. At the end of this chapter, a novel facial
retargeting framework is introduced.

1.1.2

Component Extraction in CAD Architectural Drawings

Architectural drawings, usually in forms of floor plans, are essential for describing,
designing and guiding a construction project. These drawings are often created
along an orthographic top-down projection (floor plan), as well as consists of
various architectural elements e.g. walls presented as straight lines. Systems for
the analysis of such floor plans may focus on 3D model extrusion, with rules given
by experts, rather than automatic image processing.
For example, in the early work of Clifford So and his colleagues [135], they
put their effort into a semi-automatic method that extracts vectors from a CAD
drawing. Their method involves expert rules for wall extrusion, object mapping
as well as ceiling and floor contraction. Similar to Clifford So’s approach, Lu et
al. [103] proposed a system for constructing models from vectorised floor plans.
However, their method is still limited to general rule collection on vectors.
In Chapter 4, I develop an image processing based method for automatically
recognising such high dimensional floor plans, which provides strong floor plan
regularisation and component extraction with dimensional constraints. In this
3
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context, there are several critical problems in the process of recognising and extracting objects from floor plans. Firstly, in practice, the input data are often
noisy and wild, for example, a real user may draw architectural elements, like
windows, doors and walls, in a non-standard way. In addition, drawings may be
presented in various units, drawing styles and dimensions. Inspired by previous
studies, I propose an unsupervised system with higher dimensional constraints
in order to analyse and label real floor plans. Within this method, a novel fusion strategy involving 2D image processing is introduced by interleaving expert
rules and 2D element manipulation. Compared to the-state-of-art algorithm introduced by Lu [103], the proposed system shows advantages in both accuracy
and performance, according to scientific evaluation and a user study.

1.2

The Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:

1.2.1

Chapter One - Introduction

In chapter one, I state the central argument and the motivation. This chapter
also gives a brief introduction to the current literature and the contribution the
proposed methodology makes to the subject areas.
Chapter Two - Literature Review
A comprehensive review of relevant research in the different research areas is
provided. That is, since the methodology spans two specific research areas,
the related works both in the alignment of 3D meshes and the recognition
systems for extracting components in CAD floor plans are covered.
Chapter Three - A 3D Mesh Registration Method
In chapter three, inspired by the proposed methodology, I present a novel
method fused with an optical flow algorithm for constructing a densely corresponded dynamic 3D facial expression model, in which a hybrid non-rigid
registration technique is introduced. Also, an implementation to recover 3D
shapes from 2D images is demonstrated. Furthermore, a novel 3D data compression algorithm, which represents 3D face meshes in linear formation, is
shown. After that, a realtime facial retargeting framework in demonstrated.
At the end of this chapter, further potential work is discussed.
4
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Chapter Four - A CAD Floor Plan Extraction System
In chapter four, I present an image based automatic system for the analysis
and labelling of floor plans drawn in the Computer-aided Design (CAD)
form. In order to detect and recognise components such as walls, doors
and windows in the CAD floor plans, the proposed system involves novel
application of a fusion strategy. Firstly, a general rule based filter parsing
method is adopted to extract effective information from the original floor
plan. Subsequently, an image-processing based recovery method is applied
to correct the information extracted by the first step. In order to evaluate
this novel fully automatic floor plan analysing system, it is evaluated on a
public website, which, on average, archives more than ten thousand effective
uses per day.
Chapter Five - Conclusion
Chapter five summarises the contributions of the thesis, and explains how
this methodology has improved current systems/methods provided in the
focal research areas. There is also discussion on the potential wider application of the proposed approach and suggestions are put forward for possible
future research avenues.

5

CHAPTER

2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the literature on 3D facial mesh alignment and the developments regarding the recognition of CAD floor plans. Firstly, a review of the
literature on the algorithms and applications of aligning 3D facial meshes is presented. Subsequently, a number of component detection techniques for CAD
floor plans are reviewed.

2.1

The Acquisition and Registration of 3D Facial Meshes

Machine learning on human behaviour has being a popular topic since the 1990s.
A main reason is that its applications have been widely spread into various fields,
such as psychology, medicine, entertainment and security [94, 128]. Due to its
extensive use, automatic human behaviour understanding is now playing a crucial
role in next-generation computing systems [114]. Automatic facial behaviour
analysis, including facial expressions of emotion and facial action unit (AU) [55]
recognition, has become one of the most popular areas in recent years [110, 70].
The earliest systematic understanding of facial expression is recorded in the
expression of the emotions in man and animals, which was published in 1872 by
Charles Darwin [44]. Darwin sought to trace the animal origins of human characteristics, such as the pursing of the lips in concentration and the tightening
of the muscles around the eyes in anger as well as efforts of memory. In 1971,
six primary emotions, that is, happy, sad, surprise, fear, disgust and anger, were
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postulated by Ekman and Friesen [54]. Subsequently, they put it forward the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) in 1997 [55]. In the past, before Suwa’s
work [105], facial expression analysis was commonly regarded as a research subject for psychologists. He introduced a preliminary proposal on automatic facial
expression analysis from image sequences, which brought facial expression into
the domain of computer analysis. Among some pioneering efforts by the computer science community, Mase [86] proposed one of the earliest automatic facial
expression recognition systems in his work of the early 1990s. He applied optical
flow in order to detect and estimate facial muscle actions, which can be recognised as facial expression. Following his work, scientists started their study of
facial expression by analysing 2D images and many 2D face databases were built.
However, until recently, the majority of the available data sets of faces are limited by size, containing only deliberately posed affective displays recorded under
highly controlled conditions [128]. Recently, there has been an increasing amount
of research on recognising complex emotions (multiple action units) rather than
single basic emotion. However, due to the disadvantage of 2D datasets, most
of those systems are still highly sensitive to illumination, occlusions and faces.
Single-view 2D analysis is incapable of fully describing the information expressed
by faces. Alternatively, 3D data with geometric and texture information provides
a solution to this problem. For example, in the case of AU recognition, subtle
differences between AU18 (Lip Pucker) and AU10 + AU17 + AU24 (Upper Lip
and Chin Raising And Lip Presser) are hard to distinguish in a 2D frontal view.
However, this can be easily identified from a 3D capture. Along with the GPU
and storage technique progress, the acquisition of 3D facial structure and motion
has become a feasible task.
In this section, the focus is on the 3D (static 3D) and 4D (dynamic 3D)
datasets for facial expression recognition and analysis. Firstly, the acquisition
methods for 3D/4D datasets are introduced. The advantages and disadvantages
of several different acquisition methods are discussed. Some existing methods on
the registration of 3D and 4D face alignments are demonstrated, in particular,
tracking and finding dense correspondences, which are the most challenging parts
of build such datasets. Furthermore, different methods for registration in both 2D
and 3D are explained. Finally, reviews of existing dynamic 3D facial databases
are presented.
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2.1.1

Acquisition of 3D and 4D faces

The acquisition technique for capturing 3D data is one of the most important for
building a 3D facial dataset, as the equipment and method used can affect the
quality of the imposition on the subject. A variety of devices and techniques can
be employed for acquisition, and in this section the three most commonly adopted
methods, namely, single image reconstruction, structured light technologies, and
stereo reconstruction algorithms that include photometric stereo and multi-view
stereo, are discussed.
Single Image Reconstruction
Reconstruction of a 3D face from a single 2D facial image of low resolution has
been a popular topic in computer vision during the last decade [6, 85]. Compared
with 3D recording, this can be achieved in unconstrained environments with a
conventional 2D camera or mobile phone, while the subjects could be completely
unaware, a technique that has high potential in facial behaviour research. However, as these 3D faces are generated from 2D by machine learning, the meshes
results do not have high accuracy, which means that they are incapable of studying subtle expressions and facial muscle movements.
3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [24, 25, 125, 30, 151, 115, 56, 133, 6] is
one of the most prominent techniques used for reconstructing the 3D facial mesh
with texture information from single or multiple 2D facial images captured in an
unconstrained environment. Fig.2-1 shows an example of such reconstruction,
with this methodology being first presented in [24]. Recently, in [116], a new
3D morphable model with more subjects and higher resolution has been made
publicly available. To build such a model, numbers of scans of human faces are
obtained from 3D laser scans. Then, those 3D faces are registered by using their
pixel intensities and 3D geometric information. This model-based methodology
represents a novel face in an image by modelling coefficients of the geometric and
texture parameters, which also provide a reconstruction of the 3D shape. In order
to generate a 3D face mesh from a 2D image, a probabilistic method is adopted
to estimate both parameters. It has been demonstrated that the 3D Morphable
Model can be very efficient for extracting 3D facial surface and texture from
a single image. [128] However, even in the recent research achievements, these
probabilistic estimations still require good initialisation of important parameters
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(including lighting direction and pose) and are sensitive to occlusion. Moreover,
this method by using a static 3D model is incapable of reconstructing faces with
subtle facial details, such as wrinkles or furrows. In general, 3DMM reconstruction from 2D images through the 3D is a convenient way to achieve low accuracy
3D surfaces.

Figure 2-1: Reconstructed 3D face of Mona Lisa [24] using single image reconstruction

Structured Light
Structured light method [80, 22, 35, 165] is another common method used for acquisition of 3D face meshes. In order to extract shape information, this technique
projects one or more encoded light patterns onto faces and then measures the deformation on the surface of objects, as shown in Fig.2-2. The key step of this
technique is switching rapidly between coloured patterns and white light. Thus,
in addition to getting shape information, the texture information from human
faces is also obtained. However, due to the difference of reflexivity on face skin,
hair or beard, the result may contain holes with missing points or small artefacts.
Also, this method is restricted in terms of the amount of movement of face in
the scene, which has to be in the area simultaneously covered by the structured
pattern and visible camera. Despite these disadvantages, by using a single pat9
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tern, the structured light 3D face acquisition system always has the capability of
obtaining a 3D surface in real-time [63, 79]. Also, compared to a laser scan, the
cost of this methodology is much lower, for only a projector and a high-speed
camera are needed. Moreover, another main advantage is that, in most cases, the
visible projected pattern does not distract the users, because a human-being is
unable to perceive it, because of the high-speed, but the projected channel will
still appear as a full colour image.

Figure 2-2: Example of structured light [144]: a.The color pattern used. b.The pattern
projected onto a subject.

Photometric Stereo
Another popular technique for obtaining a 3D structure is photometric stereo,
which was first proposed in [157]. Photometric stereo, also known as shape from
shading, estimates the orientation field (normals) of a 3D surface of objects from
a set of images of objects under different illuminations. A set of results of this
method produced by four standard illuminations is shown in Fig 2-3 [31]. Due to
this feature, photometric stereo is sensitive to the presence of projected shadows,
highlights and non-uniform lighting [128]. Moreover, this methodology obtains
3D normals of objects in the first place, rather than 3D geometric information.
Hence, further analysis that computes geometric information from these normals
10
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Figure 2-3: Production from photometric stereo [31]

has to be processed. This procedure increases the computation time and introduces additional errors [59, 3, 64, 2, 134]. Furthermore, as lighting has to be
changed during the capturing procedure, normally, subjects have to close their
eyes when capturing, which is certainly unnatural. Despite these disadvantages,
like the structured light method, photometric stereo is a very economic implementation for 3D surface acquisition.
Multi-view Stereo
Multi-view stereo acquisition is the other type of stereo method for 3D facial
reconstruction, which is also widely used [131]. In this method, multiple calibrated cameras are placed at specific viewpoints from the subject and thus, same
numbers of images of the scene will be captured simultaneously. Based on those
simultaneous images, the corresponding points can be found. Then, subject to
some constraints, these points can be used for reconstruction. Moreover, in such
a system, only the cameras need to be calibrated, for there is no calibration
requirement in relation to subjects. In addition, it does not need flashing lights, as all the cameras can record the same scene simultaneously, with constant
light sources. Due to this fact, this kind of system does not bring an unnatural
experience to users like photometric stereo or the structure light system, and
allows more natural behaviour from subjects. Hence, this technique has been
successfully employed to develop commercial 4D facial expression systems, such
as the DI4D [47] and the 3DMD dynamic 3D stereo system [1] as well as some
research programs like [40], [87], [17] and [106]. In such systems, 3D capturing is performed with high-quality equipment in order to provide high accuracy
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Figure 2-4: An example of multiple-view stereo acquisition system [40]

facial geometric results, as shown in Fig 2-4. However, this system still has a
high restriction on the head movement of subjects. Compared with photometric
stereo and structure light system, it is much more expensive to implement, as
several high quality cameras have to be employed. Furthermore, usually, off-line
computation, which produces the range maps of subjects through passive stereo
photometry method [75], has to be processed. Hence, it is argued here that it is
infeasible for real-time systems to use this technique.
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2.1.2

3D Mesh Alignment

Accurate alignment and tracking methods on 3D meshes are very important for
facial expression systems. Feature based corresponded datasets rely on areas,
and always fail to find the movement of specific points on the face, which means
a detailed study cannot be performed with such datasets. However, dense correspondence between face meshes allows the scientist to track the full motion
of face mesh between the subject or frames. In order to tackle these problems,
approaches in both rigid registration and non-rigid registration have been proposed. Iterative close point (ICP) [21] is the most widely used method for rigid
alignment, because those meshes are similar in shape without large transformation, while another probabilistic method Coherent Point Drift (CPD), introduced
by [112], also addresses the accurate result on rigid alignment. For facial expression study, non-rigid registration method has to be employed. As 3D objects can
be projected into 2D, this problem is discussed in both the 2D and 3D aspects
in following part.
2D Non-Rigid Registration
From the perspective of computer vision, optical flow estimation is a widely
used technique [16, 28] for describing image motion happening in a sequence of
images. Based on gray-level images, this methodology computes displacements
for feature points or even every single pixel within the image and estimates where
these features or pixel could be in the next image frame. However, this technique
is limited regarding the brightness between images [125], which means massive
additional error will be introduced, if the brightness changes between frames.
Moreover, as this method is designed for aligning images with a tiny time step [65],
it cannot handle a large degree of rigid transform or an immediate large change
in a non-rigid one.
Another widely used 2D registration method is the Active Appearance Model
(AAM) introduced by [38]. This method builds a model which learns from a
training set that is usually a sequence of annotated images. During the training,
some landmarks have to be placed manually at the boundary and some obvious
face features, which should be found in all the images of the training sequence.
Accordingly, AAM cannot provide dense correspondences across images and thus,
(TPS) [27] is employed to do collaboration work [40].
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3D Non-Rigid Registration
Iterative close point (ICP) [21] is a simple algorithm that has been widely used
for 3D rigid alignment issues [162, 67, 111]. To align two meshes, it iteratively
revises the transformation to minimise the distance between two point sets. This
algorithm performs well in rigid registration, but additional methods, such as [8]
are required. It introduce a stiffness value which controls the rigidity of the
transformation that can be applied at each iteration. While processing, this
value decreases in order to allow for progressively non-rigid transformations to
be applied. However, as a feature of ICP, it requires the initial position of the
raw point sets be adequately close. Also, it is vulnerable to noisy data as it will
try to fit to all points.
Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [112] is a probabilistic method suitable for both
rigid and non-rigid registration. It converts the alignment of two point sets to
a probability density estimation problem. However, in the case of an extremely
dense and large distributed dataset, it is observed that non-rigid CPD does not
perform ideally. Nevertheless, it is able to produce accurate rigid alignment
results.
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Figure 2-5: A synthesis result of Ma’s Polynomial Displacement Maps method [106]

Subsequent to these traditional 3D non-rigid registration algorithms, Klaudiny
and Hilton [87] introduced a patch based registration method, where a minimum
spanning tree is applied. In their system, a non-sequential traversal of the sequence is calculated using the minimum spanning tree based on the dissimilarity
of feature locations. Then, a patch based frame to frame non-rigid registration
is applied to calculate dense correspondence between pairs of meshes. Additionally, in 2008, another state-of-the-art dense corresponded 3D faces capture and
constructing system was proposed by [106] (Fig 2-5). This training based system
provides returning high-resolution corresponded mesh (semi-synthesis) results in
real-time. However, in order to track the correspondence, a number of facial
markers have to be involved in both the training and constructing stages. Then, in
2011, Wilson [155] introduced a method which computes surface correspondences
between 3D facial scans in different expressions. By introducing the concept of
Active Visage, their technique is able accurately to correspond high-resolution
face meshes, which may have wide differences in expressions without requiring
intermediate pose sequences. However, this algorithm is semi-automatic, which
means user interactions are needed. Given such a drawback, the algorithm is
not suitable for application when constructing a dynamic 3D dataset. Moreover,
Beeler proposed an optical flow based markerless 3D registration algorithm for 3D
face sequences [17]. In this work, the concept of anchor frames was introduced,
which are those frames that contain similar facial expression to a manually chosen reference expression. The algorithm, firstly, computes pixel matches directly
from the reference frame to all anchor frames. Then, by using the anchor frames
to partition the sequence into clips and independently matching clips, the tracking result shows much more robust in bound drifts, occlusion and motion blur
(Fig 2-6).
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Figure 2-6: A registration result of Beeler’s anchor frame method [17]

2.1.3

Facial Action Coding System

Facial expression is widely used to evaluate emotional impairment in neuropsychiatric disorders. Ekman and Friesen’s Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [54]
encodes movements of individual facial muscles from distinct momentary changes
in facial appearance. Unlike facial expression ratings based on categorisation of
expressions into prototypical emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust,
etc.), FACS can encode ambiguous and subtle expressions and therefore is potentially more suitable for analysing small differences in facial affect.
Ekman and Friesen proposed the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which
is based on facial muscle change and can characterise facial actions that constitute
an expression irrespective of emotion. FACS encodes the movement of specific
facial muscles called action units (AUs), which reflect distinct momentary changes
in facial appearance. In FACS, a human rater can encode facial actions without
necessarily inferring the emotional state of a subject and hence, it is possible to
encode ambiguous and subtle facial expressions that are not categorisable into one
of the universal emotions. The sensitivity of FACS to subtle expression differences
was demonstrated in studies showing its capability to distinguish genuine and
fake smiles [46], the characteristics of painful expressions [118, 41, 117, 124], and
depression [121]. FACS has also been used to study how prototypical emotions are
expressed as unique combinations of facial muscles in healthy people [54, 69, 89]
and to examine evoked and posed facial expressions in schizophrenia patients
versus controls [88], which revealed substantial differences in the configuration
and frequency of the AUs in five universal emotions.
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As above mentioned, Ekman and Friesen developed the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) for describing facial expressions by action units (AUs). Of the 44
FACS AUs that they defined, 30 AUs are anatomically related to the contractions
of specific facial muscles: 12 are for the upper face, and 18 for the lower. AUs
can occur either singly or in combination. When AUs occur in combination they
may be additive, in which the combination does not change the appearance of
the constituent AUs, or nonadditive, in which their appearance does change.
Whilst the number of atomic AUs is relatively small, more than 7,000 different
combinations have been observed [74]. In sum, FACS provides the descriptive
power necessary to describe the details of facial expression.
Commonly occurring AUs and some of the additive and nonadditive AU combinations are shown in Figure 2-7 and 2-8. As an example of a nonadditive effect,
AU 4 appears differently depending on whether it occurs alone or in combination
with AU 1 (as in AU 1 + 4). When AU 4 occurs alone, the brows are drawn
together and lowered. In AU 1 + 4, the brows are drawn together, but are raised
due to the action of AU 1. AU 1 + 2 is another example of nonadditive combinations. When AU 2 occurs alone, it not only raises the outer brow, but also often
pulls up the inner brow, which results in a very similar appearance to AU 1 + 2.
These effects of the nonadditive AU combinations increase the difficulties of AU
recognition.
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Figure 2-7: Upper Face Action Units and Some Combinations [142]
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Figure 2-8: Lower Face Action Units and Some Combinations [142]
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2.1.4

Dimension Reduction

In machine learning and statistics, dimensionality reduction or dimension reduction is the process of reducing the number of random variables under consideration [126], via obtaining a set of principal variables. It can be divided into feature
selection and feature extraction [119].
Principal Component Analysis
The main linear technique for dimensionality reduction, principal component
analysis, performs a linear mapping of the data to a lower-dimensional space in
such a way that the variance of the data in the low-dimensional representation is
maximised. In practice, the covariance (and sometimes the correlation) matrix
of the data is constructed and the eigen vectors on this matrix are computed.
The eigen vectors that correspond to the largest eigenvalues (the principal components) can now be used to reconstruct a large fraction of the variance of the
original data. Moreover, the first few eigen vectors can often be interpreted in
terms of the large-scale physical behaviour of the system. The original space
(with dimension of the number of points) has been reduced (with data loss, but
hopefully retaining the most important variance) to the space spanned by a few
eigenvectors.
Isomap
Isomap [140] is a combination of the Floyd Warshall algorithm [58] with classic Multidimensional Scaling. Classic Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) takes a
matrix of pair-wise distances between all points, and computes a position for
each point. Isomap assumes that the pair-wise distances are only known between
neighbouring points, and uses the Floyd Warshall algorithm to compute the pairwise distances between all other points. This effectively estimates the full matrix
of pair-wise geodesic distances between all of the points. Isomap then uses classic
MDS to compute the reduced-dimensional positions of all the points.
Manifold Alignment
Manifold alignment [82] takes advantage of the assumption that disparate data
sets produced by similar generating processes will share a similar underlying
manifold representation. By learning projections from each original space to the
shared manifold, correspondences are recovered and knowledge from one domain
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can be transferred to another. Most manifold alignment techniques consider only
two data sets, but the concept extends arbitrarily to many initial data sets [150].

2.1.5

Analysis by Synthesis

Analysis by synthesis is a scientific method by which one attempts to understand (or analyse) a phenomenon by reconstructing (or synthesising)it, often in a
computer simulation [60]. In the research area of computer vision and graphics,
referring to the exposition in Li’s Book [95], it is the process that aims to analyse
a signal or image by reproducing it using a model. The objective of analysis by
synthesis is to find the value of the model parameters that synthesise the closest
image possible in the span of the model. It is then an optimisation problem
that requires the setting of a cost function (e.g. sum of squares) and of a model
with a small number of parameters. The model must be able to generate typical
variations (such as pose, illumination, identity and expression for face images),
to enable the analysis of a signal or image that includes expected variations.
Analysis by synthesis is widely applied in face matching and facial recognition.
For example, in the research of [24, 128, 52, 23, 76], scientists have applied the
analysis-by-synthesis method to solve face matching problems. Briefly speaking,
they compare between an enrolment image A and an image A0 which is synthesised from an input probe image in such a way that the image properties of the
latter image resemble those of the former.

2.1.6

Dynamic 3D Databases

In the last two decades, a number of 3D face databases have been developed in
order to perform facial analysis, such as face modeling and recognition. In this
subsection, drawing on the survey work provided by [128] (Fig.2-9), the three
publicly most accepted 4D (dynamic 3D) models are reviewed, namely: Change’s
database [35], BU-4DFE [20] and D3DFACS [40].
Change’s database is the first 3D facial expression dataset that includes six
subjects that express the six basic facial expressions. The data were obtained
through the structured light method, as described in Section 2.1.1. However,
there is no landmark or dense correspondence between frames and the database
is not publicly available.
BU-4DFE [20] was created in order to assess the individuality of facial motion
for person verification. 3D faces in the dataset was obtained using the 3DMD
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Figure 2-9: 3D face databases containing expression data [128]

Face Dynamic System [1]. It contains 101 adult subjects, while each of them has
several basic expressions. Nevertheless, this database is feature base corresponded
rather than dense corresponded.
D3DFACS [40] is the only FACS coded dynamic 3D facial AU system, which
contains 10 subjects obtained by using 3DMD. For each subject, up to 38 different
expressions was posed with a single AU or multiple ones, which were coded by four
FACS experts. Moreover, all 519 facial expression sequences in the database were
captured at 60 frames/sec, comprising approximately 90 frames for each. It is the
first database that will allow for research into dynamic 3D AU recognition and
analysis [128]. However, this database is neither feature nor dense corresponded.
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2.2
2.2.1

Analysis on Architectural CAD Floor Plans
Architectural Floor Plan

Architectural drawings, usually in forms of floor plans, are vitally necessary in
designing, describing and performing a construction project. Since the architectural elements in each building level are represented by using standard symbols,
floor plans normally create an orthographic top-down projection.
Floor plans consist of various levels of detailed architectural elements. Taking
construction structure drawings(CSDs), the most complicated floor plan, as an
example, these portrays internal steel bars, the concrete structure for columns,
beams and WA walls, and pipe and ductwork layouts. Tong Lu [103] and his
research team introduced a system that constructs a detailed building model
from computer-drawn CSDs.
Whilst the floor plans that are widely used in the architecture engineering
and construction life cycle are able to cover a building’s complete layout, it is
impossible to deny the fact that they lack detailed construction information.
Another key drawback comes from the various graphic symbols deployed in
these plans. A drawing’s motivation, not being constrained to a specific standard,
determines what components will be shown and how. Despite the fact that
less-detailed floor plans can be regarded as legitimate input by many systems,
the various symbols still create challenges when analyzing and interpreting their
image.

2.2.2

Analysing Floor Plan CAD files

Systems analysing CAD-based floor plans focus more on 3D model extrusion
rather than image processing and pattern recognition.
Berkeley researchers Rick Lewis and Carlo Sequin [92], from the University of
California, introduced a system that creates 3D polygonal building models semiautomatically by grouping architectural symbols into specified layers in standard
DXF files. In order to overcome geometric flaws, this system corrects disjoint
and overlapping edges when recognising the algorithm’s task. In the process, it
collects the topology of spaces and portals to generate proper polygon orientation.
After each floor has been modelled, the system piles the floor and thereby, creates
the complete model. This system was a great improvement since it simplifies
the recognition process, which benefits designers in various applications, such as
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smoke propagation simulation.
At Hong Kong University of Science and Technology(HKUST), Clifford So
and his colleagues [135] put their efforts into viewing the model conversion problem in the VR context. Clifford’s team targeted three major tasks, including: wall
extrusion, object mapping, and ceiling and floor contraction after observing conventional manual model reconstruction. The processing time was reduced greatly
by incorporating automated approaches to each task in the next step, such as automatic wall polygon extrusion, generating and placing customised templates of
random orientation and size, and advancing front triangulation. The system Clifford proposed has a significant disadvantage in that the input file must contain
fully established semantic information and no errors, which means it requires
manual effort to be put in. For example, wall lines must be marked up by users,
architectural objects must be specified and objects must be assigned to individual
transformation matrices.
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) started to
automate construction of a realistic campus model in the Building Model Generation (BMG) project [26] (http://city.csail.mit.edu/bmg). Compared with the
Berkeley system, the pipeline is similar, while an extra process is attached in order
to position and orient building models automatically using a map for guidance.
Lu’s research team [103], in the Nanjing University of China, proposed a system for constructing models from computer-drawn CSDs and vectorised floor
plans. Compared to a computer drawing, a vector image is much more difficult
in symbol recognition, because it contains geometric primitives without labels for type indicating. This system shares things in common with the HKUST
project in relation to differentiating the walls from other architectural elements.
Firstly, it detects parallel line-segment pairs as walls, which are then removed
from the drawings. Next, the remaining primitives are recognised by detecting
feature matches with predefined patterns that contain symbols, graphical primitives and contexts. In the process of recognition, the system places the patterns
in order, according to their priority level and checks them one by one. Corresponding elements are removed from the drawing as soon as they meet all of a
pattern’s constraints. Whilst it requires high quality input, the system benefits
users greatly, because it not only focuses on structural details, for it also is a
highly automated process.
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2.2.3

Image Parsing and Drawing Analysis

Overviews
As a specific task, floor plan analysis has been addressed over 20 years, with the
purpose of extracting the layout information and detecting architectural elements
by analysing an input raster floor plan.
Tracing back to previous research, [10] developed a prototype system of understanding a hand-sketched floor plan, which converted the drawing into CAD
format automatically. Through scanning, processing, extraction and identification, this system interpreted hand-sketched floor plans into CAD formats by
describing architectural elements. This system benefited designers substantially as manual conversion had been replaced completely. After being tested on
150 realistic floor plan drawings, this system proved to be outstanding, because
elements identification was finished within 35 seconds at that time. However,
with technology developing, processing efficiency needed to be improved as well.
Another drawback was that hand-sketched drawings gradually faded out, being
replaced by computer-produced drawings.
By sharing a similar purpose, a system that targeted to understand handsketched floor plans was proposed in [99]. This system was improved based
on [10], with the methods of subgraph isomorphism and Hough transform [51]
being adopted. By doing this, the process of matching was enhanced significantly.
Understanding a hand-sketched architectural drawing consists of recognising
building elements and structural properties. The recognition process is usually
completed by applying the Hough transform (SLHT) based method, where either
walls or other building primitives can be identified. Introducing isomorphism in
order to recognise the reminder of the graph is applied in the following step.
With the purpose of reconstructing in 3D buildings, a complete system is
introduced in [50]. Starting with image processing and feature extraction from
drawings, the next step of this system is to convert it into an initial 2D modelling
in the form of basic architectural entities. In the next step, a 3D modelling
process is proposed to match the reconstructed floors.
The complete system has advantages over others for following reasons. To
start with, it consists of a number of automated graphic recognition processes
and most notably, it integrates a flexible user interface.
Different to previous research, [107] pays great attention to room detection
in architectural floor plans. In this system, the first main step is to extract the
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Figure 2-10: Issues in Floor Plan Recognition

primitives in the drawings, where the lines and arcs constitute the walls and doors,
respectively. It also presents the ways that doors are hypothetically detected by
extracting arcs. The next step focuses on detection of rooms in buildings.
The Hough Transform has been valuable in the line detection process. Then,
the walls in the floor plan are able to be located by deducing other graphical
prosperities.
[5] categorised the floor plan analysis system into three parts: information
segmentation, structural analysis, and finally, semantic information extraction
and alignment. This system was evaluated by drawing on the extant literature
and through experiments. The results from experiments on a large corpus of 90
floor plans are positive.
Challenges
Drawing on a 2009 survey [163], the challenges of image parsing and drawing
analysis are explained clearly in Figure 2-10 as follows.
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In the process of image parsing and drawing analysis, cleaning, vectorisation
and graphical-symbol recognition are three major steps. Generally, in most systems, the analysis process starts with cleaning that is aimed at improving recognition quality by removing noise and unnecessary information. In the following
step, graphical-symbol recognition, the system is applied to category recognised
symbols by identifying information including location, orientation and scale.
Compared to other graphical documents, floor plans have features that can be
distinguished from others. Firstly, varied shapes of lines, either curved or straight,
represent walls in floor plans. Another difference is the architectural symbols
are made up of simple geometric primitives. Typically, in order to deal with
this type of input, graphics recognition is usually integrated with vectorisation.
The cleaning process consists of noise removal and text extraction, following by
vectorisation and symbol reorganisation.
Noise Removal Sampling noise brought by digital scanning is one of the most
common types when processing hand-sketched floor plans. However, since floor
plans are gradually generated by computer, noise has a broader definition in
addition to sampling noise. For example, pixels without directly useful information usually are considered as noise, including annotation leading lines, dimension
lines, furniture, and hardware symbols. On rare occasions, the decorative pattern
in the background can become confused as well.
Related to Loria system, a morphological filter is applied as a fine line between noise and useful pixels. This method is based on the assumption that the
background patterns and dimension leading lines can be picked out from useful
lines, because they are different in thickness and style. [113] provides a similar
assumption, filtering input so only thick construction lines can be preserved.
Text Extraction An assumption perfect algorithm should be free from text
font, size, and orientation, along with having the advantages of efficiency and
little manual intervention. Geometric shapes mixed with text put extra burden on
separation and extraction. Text research has been developed for several decades,
and the results can be categorised into two groups: structural-based algorithms
(focus on structural difference) and pixel based.
Graphic Recognition Text is separated from graphics in the previous step.
Graphic recognition is the process where pixels are organised and put in order
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in geometrical description of the building layout. Usually, architectural drawings consist of two major types of information: structural information and local
architectural components.
As shown in Table 2 above, graphic recognition is composed of vectorisation and symbol recognition. Walls are preserved as geometric polylines for the
extrusion step, since they define the building’s spatial structure. With this consideration, all systems introduce vectorisation and deal with geometric elements
instead of performing symbol recognition on pixels directly.
Vectorisation This process aims to transfer image pixels to the geometric
primitives, so it is also called raster-to-vector conversion. The most important
standards of each algorithm are efficiency, robustness, and accuracy. The work
flow of traditional line-drawing vectorisation contains two steps as shown in the
following table.
Fixing joint errors is required after each step above. In most cases, vectorisation algorithms are able to find out line segments and circular arcs. However,
more complex curves are still a challenge to algorithms.
In the step 1, three groups of algorithms are usually used by systems, including
parametric model fitting, contour tracking and skeletonisation [77]. In parametric
model fitting, the Hough transform is applied to detect lines, but this has the
drawbacks of over-consumption of memory and lack of universality.
Contour tracking is an algorithm that detects the contour of white pixels
(instead of black ones) and recognises connected regions as rooms. This method
is able to deal with simple floors, but not those with complicated structures,
because it is based on the assumption that white spaces are divided by wall lines
that are represented as black in the image.
Thinning-based algorithms of skeletonisation are intended to thin/search for
a curve bones’ medial axis by stripping boundary pixels until a one-pixel-wide
skeleton remains [90]. One of its disadvantages is that intersections always confuse
the results. Another one, is they take a long time, since each pixel is visited more
than once. Typical medial-axis-based algorithms include pixel tracking [48] and
run-graph-based algorithms [48]. Medial-axis-based algorithms treat a thick line
as a solid shape and its medial axis as a skeleton.
In step 2, point chains are segmented into sets of lines, polylines, and circular
arcs by estimating curvature or polygonal approximation and then, finding out
the critical points.
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Loria’s system introduces a skeletonisation technique and polygonal approximation to complete the vectorisation process. The CUHK system tracks the
contour of the black pixels rather than the white ones, which is different to contour tracking.
Symbol Recognition This is the most important part in graphical document
analysis, with the graphic symbol recogniser (GSR) in this process expected to
be efficient and limited to neither context nor affine transformation (Previous
research has proven that several methods work well in certain types of CAD
drawings and generate positive results.
Generally, there are two types of GSRs that are widely accepted: vector based
(oriented toward structure) and pixel based (oriented toward statistics). Vector
based GSRs process graphical primitives such as points, line segments, arcs, and
circles in vectorised images. This approach checks primitives in groups in order
to identify a symbol, which includes region adjacency graph [100], graphicalknowledge-guided reasoning [158], constraint networks [4], and deformable templates [148]. Good vectorisation is expected and it is affine invariant.
The other GSRs are pixel-based, which process raster images without vectorisation being involved and they focus on the statistical features of a symbol’s pixel
information. The approaches contain plain binary images [130], living projection,
and shape contexts [19]. Compared to vector-based approaches, a pixel-based one
can generate higher accuracy, although its performance is sensitive to scaling and
rotation. Su Yang [160] involved himself in improving the recognition method by
merging these two approaches.
In Loria’s project [50], a network is applied to identify features of a vectorised
image’s primitives, and then segments in a vectorised floor plan are distributed
throughout the network, with the aim of finding terminal symbols. A similar, but
simpler, approach is introduced in CUHK’s system, in which a series of geometric
constraints is regarded as symbol patterns. Either raster or vector copies of a
floor plan are accepted by the systems to improve recognition accuracy.
Other Systems
Currently, the most popular systems for extracting structural objects from CAD
floor plans used worldwide are integrated into AutoCAD Revit [123] and Chief
Architect [37]. However, according to their manuals, users are able to extract
walls, windows and doors only if they landmark the lays manually. Consequently,
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it is hard to define them as fully automatic recognising systems.
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3

AN IMAGE PROCESSING BASED REGISTRATION
METHOD FOR ALIGNING A DYNAMIC 3D FACIAL
DATASET

3.1

Introduction

Facial analysis in 3D has been a salient topic in the computer vision and graphics
community. A significant reason is that facial analysis in 3D is more robust to
pose and light variance, especially for face identity and facial expression recognition. There are many datasets which can be used for static 3D facial expression
analysis. Moreover, dynamic 3D facial expression models have recently become
popular due to the robust factors described above. However, in contrast to the
multiple 2D facial expression datasets, there are only two publicly available dynamic ones in 3D, namely: BU-4DFE [161] and D3DFACS [40]. The former is
mainly used for facial expression recognition, whilst the latter is designed for AU
(Action Unit) analysis. Nevertheless, neither of these dataset is in dense correspondence, a crucial feature that is required in order to track the full motion
of the face mesh between subjects or frames. One task of my PhD research is
accurately tracking the vertexes between face meshes and constructing a dense
corresponded dynamic 3D facial expression model. In this chapter, the key contribution in this area from my PhD study is presented and then, some possible
directions for further research are proposed.
First, the focus is on the dense correspondence estimation of the vertex between face meshes, in particular, the mesh non-rigid registration technique, based
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on mesh pairs. A novel non-rigid registration method is proposed to process
and construct a dense corresponded dynamic 3D facial dataset. In experiments,
D3DFACS is used, in which facial expression sequences are encoded by FACS experts [40], as raw data for registration and modelling. When aligning face
meshes, major challenge in doing so is that human face meshes are typically based
on multiple recordings of different facial expressions (Action Units), as opposed
to multiple subjects, e.g. neutral expressions of different people [24, 116]. Furthermore, in the raw dataset, the first frames of a face mesh (defined as neutral
frame) in each AU sequence,contain a high degree of rigid head movement and
they are not ideally neutral, which means there are some vestiges of facial expression on those frames. Since raw data in a dynamic 3D dataset is obtained by
motion capture, there are normally over 10k frames. Hence, the other difficulty is
that the registration method has to be fully automatic, devoid of manual adjustment. Iterative close point (ICP) [21] and some algorithms based on ICP [8] are
simple and traditional 3D mesh rigid and non-rigid registration algorithms, which
have been widely used for 3D alignment issues. However, ICP and its derivative
require the initial position of the raw point sets to be adequately close. Also, they
are vulnerable to noisy data, as they will try to fit to all points. Hence, a novel
non-rigid registration method is proposed, in which the action unit registration
to the global and local phases is split for processing the dynamic 3D morphable
model (in which 3D data are dense corresponded) construction. Additionally,
evaluation of the proposed method compared with other methods, such as CPD
and ICP, is provided.
In the remaining parts of this chapter, I move to some further study of the
proposed dynamic model. At first, I implement an efficient linear method [6],
which is capable of recovering a full 3D shape of faces from single 2D images.
This linear algorithm shows excellent results in reconstructing 3D shapes from
synthetic 2D face images, however, the reconstruction result on real 2D faces
is not entirely satisfactory. In addition to the implementation of the 2D to 3D
fitting, a novel modelling and compressing algorithm analysing dynamic 3D face
expression data is put forward.
In the current literature, the problem is that face expression data in 3D (especially dynamic 3D data) is relatively expensive in terms of both storage and
computing. Some dimension reduction methods, such as principal component analysis(PCA) have been utilised to address this problem [24]. However, the
length of the eigen vector in PCA constrains not only the accuracy of recon32
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struction, but also the size of the training dataset that has to be large enough to
produce a precise model. In contrast to PCA, the proposed compressing method
is able to reduce the representation of each sample down to one dimension, while
carrying more temporal information. Additionally, for the purpose of reducing
mesh into one dimension, several optional compressing returns are further involved in the method put forward. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm,
firstly, the performance is quantitatively measured against PCA. In addition,
experiments concerning the spatial-temporal aspects have been processed.
In addition to the research on a 3D dynamic model and 3D non-rigid registration, I participated in the evaluation of a project about Optical Flow Estimation
Laplacian Mesh Energy [96]. Moreover, I also contributed and designed a building rank system for another collaboration project about building synthesis using
part base model recombination, which will be submitted to Siggraph.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 explains the
background including the history of facial analysis, acquisition of 3D facial data,
registration of 3D meshes and the existing 3D datasets. Section 3.2 analyses
current problems concerning my PhD research and some possible solutions are
proposed. In Section 3.3, a novel non-rigid registration method, which processes
the dynamic 3D morphable model, is put forward. Furthermore, in Section 3.4,
a proposed compressing algorithm for a dynamic 3D dataset and its evaluation
are presented. Then, Section 3.5 shows a realtime facial retargeting framework
in demonstrated. The chapter concludes with a discussion on further work in
Section 3.6.
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3.2

Problem Statement

As mentioned in Section 2.1, several techniques for dense alignment of 3D meshes
have been proposed and studied, e.g. Iterative close point (ICP) [21], Coherent
Point Drift (CPD) [112], the Active Appearance Model (AAM) [38], Polynomial
Displacement Maps [106], Active Visage [155] and Anchor Frames [17]. There
was also a brief review of three existing dynamic 3D facial expression databases
(Change’s database [35], BU-4DFE [20] and D3DFACS [40]). However, for various reasons, no dense corresponded dynamic 3D facial expression model has been
developed.
According to Section 2.1, after projecting 3D meshes onto a 2D plane, optical
flow performs well on dense pixel registration, however, it is sensitive to a large
rigid transform. Meanwhile, the numerical iteration method, nonrigid ICP, is vulnerable to noisy data as it will try to fit to all points. Moreover, algorithms based
on one probability study, such as CPD, only work well with a small point set. So,
in the case of an extremely dense and large distributed dataset, the result from
CPD is not strictly acceptable. Different from these traditional methods, Polynomial Displacement Maps, Active Visage and Anchor Frames are all capable of
producing ideal 3D registration results. Nevertheless, Polynomial Displacement
Maps need facial markers in both the training and producing stages and user
interactive is required in Active Visage, while Anchor Frames are designed for
long sequences that have frames that are similar with the reference one.
Given these facts, in Section 3.2.1, the key difficulties to developing such a
model that could perform 3D registration are listed below. Then, in Section 3.2.2,
solutions for tackling these difficulties are discussed.

3.2.1

Key Difficulties

The key difficulties when developing a dense corresponded dynamic 3D facial
expression model are:
a. How do we obtain high quality dynamic 3D facial expression samples?
b. From raw data, how do we remove variation in pose and head movements?
c. What kind of automatic non-rigid registration method can be used to align
large amounts of meshes in dynamic 3D dataset? How should the registration within sequences, between sequences and between individuals be
handled?
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3.2.2

Technique Solution

In this section, solutions are proposed for addressing the research difficulties
raised in Section 3.2.1:
a. Since [40] have made their high-quality dynamic 3D facial expression database
public available, these raw data are used directly;
b. Rigid registration, such as CPD can be applied to normalise raw meshes
into a standard space;
c. An optical flow based hybrid non-rigid registration method for dense alignment in sequence and between sequence is introduced in the next section,
which is capable of addressing this problem. This approach involves registration of meshes in sequence and between sequences as local and global
issues, respectively. In order to implement the alignment, local registration
is scheduled first and thereafter, global alignment is processed. More details
are provided in the next section.
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3.3

Global Alignment

In this section, a novel non-rigid registration method to process a dynamic 3D
morphable model (in which 3D data are dense corresponded) construction based
on Cosker’s FACS data [40] is proposed. As previously explained, one difficult
aspect of using such a dataset is that human face meshes are typically based on
multiple recordings of different facial expressions (Action Units), as opposed to
multiple e.g. neutral expressions of different people [24, 116]. Another problem is
that, in the raw dataset, the first frames of face mesh (defined as neutral frame)
in each AU sequence are not ideally neutral, which means there are some vestiges
of facial expression on those frames. Moreover, each expression sequence contains
a large degree of rigid head movement. Hence, as mentioned in Section 3.2, the
proposed algorithm introduces a novel hybrid registration method to track dense
3D correspondence in the raw dataset. After defining a global reference frame,
the method involves applying a raw rigid alignment on all the frames in the
dataset. Then, a 3D to 2D projection is adapted to give each 3D mesh a 2D
representation in gray-level. Based on the 2D gray images, an optical flow based
hybrid non-rigid registration method is employed to estimate the correspondence
between a pair of 3D frames. Due to the size of the 3D meshes, once all have
been fully corresponded, a statistic approach is introduced for data compression.
The approach is subsequently evaluated by comparing it with CPD.
The background to 3D face data modelling and the salient recent research
are briefly presented in Section 3.3.1. In Section 3.3.2, the strategy of rigid
registration is outlined in detail. Subsequently, in Section 3.3.2, how to project
3D face meshes onto a 2D plane is explained and the framework of the optical
flow based hybrid non-rigid registration is present. Additionally, Section 3.3.2
provides evaluation of the proposed method.

3.3.1

Introduction

In recent years, facial analysis using 3D models has been a central topic in computer vision and graphics. The main reason of this is that such models are more
robust to pose and light invariance in recognition, allowing for the estimation
of 3D facial shape from 2D images [115]. To benefit from these advantages, the
3D morphable model (3DMM) was introduced by Blanz and Vetter [24] in 1999.
This statistical model has been widely used to perform various tasks, such as face
recognition [25], expression transfer between individuals [116] and reconstruction
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of a 3D face from 2D images [133].
Facial expression recognition is also an active research area, with many works
being based on recognising facial movement descriptions according to the Facial
Action Coding System(FACS) [53]. As previously explained, FACS was primarily
introduced by psychologists to describe different configurations of facial actions
or Action Units (AUs). It provides 44 individual AUs, which form the basis of
6 prototypical facial expressions: happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger and
disgust. Despite FACS recognition being widespread in 2D facial analysis, there
are only a limited number of 3D facial datasets available, and only one dynamic
3D facial expression database based on FACS [40]. Consequently, in this section,
a statistic dynamic 3D FACS data sets, which is comparable to the state of the art
in 2D, is proposed. Generally, the contribution of this work can be summarised
in four respects, as follows.
Three-Dimensional Representation
Each individual face with one or multiple AUs can generate a set of diversity 2D
images, which makes analysis difficult. On the other hand, facial databases in 3D
are more robust to pose, illumination and expression during analysis. For this
purpose, the dynamic 3D FACS dataset is designed to support presenting face
scans with texture in a 3D coordinates system.
Correspondence-Based Representation
Correspondence-based representation is an essential feature for face databases to
be powerful in facial analysis. By registering different scans into a same vector
space, this allows for generation or description of a face by the linear combination
of several faces. In order to build such a model, raw face scans are registered to a
common space. Compared to Blanz and Vetter, who archived this by processing
an optical flow approach on a image pair for dense correspondence estimation,
their accuracy is improved upon here by employing a probability based registration method, Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [112], to cooporate with Optical Flow
Estimation Using Laplacian Mesh Energy (LME), which is one of the state-ofthe-art optical flow algorithms [96].
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Facial Action Unit Representation
Facial expression recognition and speech analysis have become increasingly popular in the last decade. As a result, FACS is widely used in the study of facial
expression understanding. A lot of experiments [127, 97] have been carried out
to classify these AUs in both 2D and 3D. Given this fact, each face expression
sequence in the proposed model was able to be AU coded by FACS experts.
Statistic Representation
As mentioned before, correspondence-based representation has enabled the description of a face in a linear combination. However, its coefficients are not in a
normalised space and hence, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) has been carried out to learn the distribution. Additionally, despite using massive 3D data,
PCA reduced the dimension of each mesh to a real-time computable entity.
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3.3.2

3D Dynamic Morphable Model

Sixty-three AU sequences were extracted from the D3DFACS data set for one
participant, with the proposed approach being used to build a 3D dynamic morphable model for this person.
Difficulties of 3D Registration
The registration problem between to meshes or surfaces is one of most basic problems in computer vision and computer graphics. For this problem, two sets of
3D points are given and the task is to align optimally these two sets of points by
estimating a best transformation between them [93]. Due to the importance of
this issue, it arises as a subtask in many different applications (e.g. object recognition, tracking, range data fusion, graphics, medical image alignment, robotics
and structural bioinformatics etc. [149, 78, 83, 156, 66, 109]).
The major challenge of registration on 3D meshes is that the point-wise correspondences between the two point sets is often unknown a-priori. Under this
situation, the registration problem is also known as the simultaneous pose and
correspondence problem (SPC problem) [93].
According to the explanation of [9], the main difficulty in the 3D registration
problem is determining the correspondences of points on one surface to points
on the other. Local regions on the surface are rarely distinctive enough to determine the correct correspondence, whether because of noise in the scans, or
because of symmetries in the object shape. Hence, the set of candidate correspondences to a given point is usually large. Determining the correspondence for
all object points results in a combinatorially large search problem. The existing algorithms for deformable surface registration make the problem tractable by
assuming significant prior knowledge about the objects being registered. Some
rely on the presence of markers on the object [136, 7], while others assume prior
knowledge about the object dynamics [98], or about the space of nonrigid deformations [91, 24]. Algorithms that make neither restriction [132, 71] simplify the
problem by decorrelating the choice of correspondences for the different points in
the scan. However, this approximation is only good in the case when the object
deformation is small; maxima as nearby points in one scan are allowed to map
to far-away points in the other.
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3D Rigid Registration
In order to align each individual AU mesh into a normalised space, a rigid registration on meshes in D3DFACS dataset before non-rigid registration is applied.
The raw data in the dataset suffer from a noisy out layer and incoherency of
rotation issues. The rigid registration to align two meshes is performed as well
as possible. According to Rui’s method [139], when compared to ICP, CPD is
more robust for data with noise and a high degree of rigid variation. As opposed
to applying CPD on each individual 3D mesh, firstly, neutral expression mesh in
D3DFACS is chosen as the global reference mesh G. Then, for each AU sequence
in D3DFACS, the CPD registration method is applied to estimate the transform
matrix between the first meshes of each AU sequence and a global reference mesh.
Following this, in order to align the remaining meshes in each AU sequence to
the global reference, the calculated transform matrix is applied to the remaining
frames in the AU sequence. The process is as follows:
a. A neutral expression mesh in D3DFACS is chosen as the global reference
mesh G;
b. The first frame of the ith AU sequence is marked as Fi;
c. CPD is applied between Fi and G to obtain a rigid transformation matrix
RTi of the ith AU sequence.
d. By applying RTi on each mesh in the ith AU sequence, meshes in the ith
are rigid aligned to the global reference mesh G.
3D Global Non-Rigid Alignment
3D to 2D projection After rigid alignment, all the 3D data are normalised
into a standard space. Since the non-rigid registration will be processed in 2D
image space, it is necessary to project the vertex from 3D space onto a 2D
plane. Hence, a cylindrical projection is applied to these data to obtain cylindrical UV maps for each aligned 3D scan. More specifically, as the meshes in
D3DFACS are normalised into a uniformed space, a cylindrical projection template for the purpose of projection is built. As the result of such uniformed
cylindrical projection, for the ith sequence with meshes χi = [Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . Xin ],
where X = [xT1 ,xT2 , . . . xTm ],xi = [xix , xiy , xiz ]T ∈ R, a set of UV texture maps
I = [I1 , I2 , . . . In ], and a set of UV Geometric coordinates U = [U1 ,U2 , . . . Un ],
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Figure 3-1: Procedure of Local and Global Registration

where U= [uT1 ,uT2 , . . . ,uTm ]T , and ui = [ui , vi ] is generated. Using U and χ an additional set of 3D images I3D (u) = xi is generated. These map any point in the
UV space ui = [ui , vi ] to a 3D mesh coordinate xi = [xix , xiy , xiz ]T , thus allowing
for 3D deformation in image space to be handled. More details are described in
[40].
Local Optical Flow Based Non-Rigid Registration After rigid alignment
of the data set, the next aim is to create vertex correspondences through the
set of meshes. Typically, each mesh has a different number of vertices, so the
challenge is to deform non-rigidly a reference mesh using pixel tracking. A two
step non-rigid alignment process is employed to solve this problem, which first
acts locally (intra-sequence) and then globally (inter-sequence).
Firstly, a local alignment is applied to each AU sequence individually. Given
the UV texture maps from sequence Ii , the optical flow fields f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . fn−1
between the pairs (I1 , I2 ), (I2 , I3 ), (I3 , I4 ), . . . (In−1 , In ) are estimated. These fields
are applied to warp both the UV texture maps and 3D images, such that they
are all aligned back to the neutral expression of the AU sequence (typically the
first frame). The corresponding UV texture maps and 3D images are denoted as
˙
IUi˙V and I3D
i , respectively.
Global Hybrid Non-Rigid Registration After local non-rigid alignment for
each individual sequence, a global non-rigid alignment is then employed to align
all UV textures and 3D images, for each AU sequence, to the global reference
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(global neutral expression image). In this procedure, first, the optical flow fields
are computed between the global reference image and the texture reference images
of each sequence, respectively. As the difference between the neutral expressions
for AU sequences can be large, this can result in a noisy flow field and hence,
lead to warping of artefacts. To address this, optical flow is combined with Thin
Plate Splines (TPS) [27] in this stage to achieve a more consistent warp field. The
global neutral reference assigned a set of landmarks, and the flow field positions
of these are used to obtain corresponding landmarks in the neutral references of
˙ to the global neutral
each AU sequence. Then, TPS is used to warp IUi˙V and I3D
i
3D
reference face, thus obtaining IUi˚V and I˚
i .
Statistical Model Once the faces are fully corresponded through all the sequences, they can be parameterised as triangular meshes with vertices and the
shared topology. Following the assumption of the independence of texture and
geometric information in [24], the UV Texture Maps I˙i and the UV Geometric
Maps U̇i are represented in a linear combination using PCA, then:
T = T̄ + α ∗ PT , S = S̄ + β ∗ PS

(3.1)

where, T̄ is the mean UV Texture Map and S̄ is the mean mesh. PT and PS
are the eigenvectors of I˙i and U̇i , whilst α and β are vectors of the weights. Then,
any new face meshes can be generated by varying α and β, which control shape
and texture.
Additionally, by rewriting equation (1), all the meshes can be represented into
a lower dimensional space:
α = PT (T 0 − T̄ ), β = PS (S 0 − S̄)

(3.2)

where, T’ and S’ denote a UV Texture Map and UV Geometric Map of any
mesh. This lower-dim representation provides a more efficient way for further 3D
facial analysis and it also makes a potential use for real-time study.
Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed hybrid non-rigid registration is
evaluated and the results are compared with Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [112].
The comparative results are also demonstrated visually.
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Figure 3-2: Visual Comparison between LME and CPD. A. Alignment result of LME.
B. Alignment result of CPD

Comparison against CPD First, an evaluation of the proposed hybrid nonrigid registration against Coherent Point Drift (CPD) was performed. More
specifically, during the step of local registration, CPD and LME, were applied
respectively in order to find the correspondence between mesh pairs. Figure 3-2
shows the visual comparison between LME optic flow and CPD (Action Unit 22,
Index 255). According to the visual result, these methods perform equally on
the stable area. However, for the edges and area with large variation, there is
distinct distortion in the results for CPD.
It is a common concern that there is no ground truth to compare while aligning meshes from raw data. Hence, another new strategy was designed, which
compares vertex movement on a specific region (forehead, cheek and nose), as
shown in Figure 3-3. In this test, sequences of AU 1 (Inner Brow Raiser), AU
4 (Brow Lowerer), AU 12 (Lip Corner Puller) and AU 22 (Lip Funneler) were
sampled. In order to evaluate the proposed registration method, the geometric
changes in the key regions are observed. In Figure 3-3, b and c show the average shape of four action unit sequences. The green, blue and red region on the
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surfaces represent cheek, nose and forehead, respectively.
Additionally, in sub figures a and c, the average distance of each region from
the neutral frame is illustrated. By comparing sub figures a and c, this reveals
that the vertex movement in the registration results of LME is well corresponded
with the AUs, while that for the CPD results is less so. This is because in the
case of extremely dense and large distributed point pairs the parameters of GMM
based CPD needs to be precisely adjusted, whilst the LME non-rigid registration
is robust for the local registration stage.
Synthesising Expression In this subsection, the results of synthetic expression by using the proposed PCA model (see Fig 3-4) are provided. A combined
expression of AU4 (Brow Lowerer) and AU12 (Lip Corner Puller) was synthesised.
Firstly, the peak frames in AU4 (Input 1) and AU12 (Input 2) are chosen. Then,
by averaging their linear representation in the PCA model, a novel combined
expression (result) was reconstructed, where there is no distinct blur, except in
the corner of the left lip (marked out by a red ring).
Conclusion and Further Work
In this section, the proposed non-rigid registration method has been implemented
to process the dynamic 3D morphable model construction based on the Dynamic
3D FACS Dataset (D3DFACS) [40]. Firstly, the registration problem is divided into two steps: rigid registration and non-rigid registration. Additionally, in
non-rigid registration, alignment is split into local registration and global registration. Whilst the local step processes frames in facial expression sequence, the
global step processes frames between sequences. In the evaluation comparison
has been made between the proposed method and that of the state-of-the-art
method, namely, Coherent Point Drift (CPD). Moreover, the result of synthesising expression by using the model has been presented. For future work, in order
to improve the alignment result, the aim is to apply the minimum spanning tree
method [87] to the current work. Additionally, the interest lies in finding dense
correspondence across subjects, thus creating a linear realistic facial expressions
synthesising system (details in Section A).
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a

b

c

d

Figure 3-3: Vertex movement in different regions. LME result : a. distance of
the vertex from the reference frame in AU 1, 4, 12 and 22. b. mean shape of LME
registration products. CPD result : a. distance of the vertex from the reference frame
in AU 1, 4, 12 and 22. b. mean shape of the CPD registration products.
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Figure 3-4: Synthesising Expression. Input1 and Input2 represent the peak frames of
AU4 and AU12, respectively. Row1 shows UV texture maps, while Row2 demonstrates
the corresponded 3D model.
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3.4
3.4.1

Curve Compression
Introduction

In this section, a novel modelling and compression algorithm for analysing dynamic 3D face expression data is proposed. In the extant literature, the problem
is that face expression data in 3D is relatively expensive in terms of both storage
and computing. As a common solution, the correspondence between meshes is
tracked and then some dimension reduction method, such as principal component analysis(PCA), is utilised to address this problem [24]. However, the length
of the eigen vector in PCA limits the accuracy of reconstruction and the size
of the training dataset has to be large enough to produce a precise model. In
contrast to PCA, under the proposed method the representation of each sample
can be reduced down to one dimension. Moreover, the product of PCA shows
low temporal correlation, while that of the proposed algorithm is highly spatiallytemporally related. In the following subsections, the compression algorithm will
be explained, with experiments and evaluations also being presented. At the end
of this section, some potential future works are suggested.
In recent decades, principle component analysis has been widely used for
dimensionality reduction in a variety of areas, especially in facial analysis. One
factor is that it is easy for implementation, the other is that PCA produces only
small errors after compressing and decompressing. The operation mechanism
of PCA is numerically based and the compression result has a low spatial and
temporal relation. However, facial analysis, such as capturing dynamic 3D facial
expression and blend shape, is video based, and the data are highly temporally
related.
Hence, it is necessary to compress such data through both spatial and temporal terms. It is contended that the proposed novel compression method has better
performance than PCA in terms of the compressing and decompressing errors.
Moreover, unlike PCA, this method keeps temporal information after compression. As for the alignment method in Section 3.3, Dynamic 3D FACS Dataset
(D3DFACS) [40] is used in the experiments.
The proposed algorithm will be explained in two stages:
A. A linear compression method is introduced;
B. Supportive experimental results are presented.
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3.4.2

Compression Algorithm

By applying the alignment of all 3D meshes with a reference mesh (Section 3.3),
the vertices in all the meshes are corresponded. Subsequently, the corresponded
meshes can be compressed by the proposed linear method with the support of
the previous alignment step. As aforementioned, for the purpose of compressing
meshes down to one dimension, this method can also compress the meshes into
alternative sizes. In this subsection, first, the common step of the compression
algorithm is presented. Then, the branch steps of Vertex Curve Compression,
Clustered Curve Compression and Mesh Curve Compression, respectively, are
shown.

Figure 3-5: Algorithm Overview.

Common Step
The first step’s objective is to obtain the eigen difference map for each AU sequence. When giving this sequence (e.g. AU12), its neutral frame is named Ni
and its peak frame Pi , whilst i is the index of the AU sequence, in this case,
i = 12. Based on equation 3.3, the difference in the maps regarding Ni and Pi is
named the Expression Difference Map Ei .
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Ei = Ni − Pi

(3.3)

Then, for any mesh Mij in the AU sequence, there is a difference map Dij ,
where j denotes the jth frame in AUi.

Dij = Mij − Ni

(3.4)

In Ei , the key information of each AU sequence is stored. In addition, by
using Dij , the geometric changes of each mesh are tracked, which are the bases
of the branch steps.
Branch Step
Vertex Curve Compression As each corresponded vertex is an individual
part of a mesh, then it is able to track the movement of a vertex based on Dij
(Figure 3-6). Sub-figure.c is the visualisation change in the AU12 sequence, and
sub-figure.a shows the movement of the red dot in the xyz axis. It can be seen
that the change of any vertex in a mesh can be represented by three curves and
these can be compressed into one (sub-figure.b) by using Equation 3.3.

0
Wijk = Eik
× Dijk

(3.5)

Eik is the eigen value of the kth vertex in Ei , Dijk corresponds to its value in
Dij and Wijk denotes the weight of the kth vertex in frame j of AUi. Because
corresponded vertices are individual parts of a mesh, Wij can be obtained, which
stores the weight of all the vertices in the jth frame of AUi.
Afterwards, a normalisation step is applied. Based on Equation 4, the weights
of vertices in the neutral frames and peak frame are always 0 and 1, respectively.

Wijk =

Wijk
× Eik

0
Eik

(3.6)

Finally, based on Ei and Dijk , each vertex in a mesh can be represented by
Wijk , according to Equation 5, where Mijk is a subset of Mij .
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Figure 3-6: a. The movement of the red dot in the xyz axis in AU12. b. Compressed
curve of the original xyz curve. c. Visualisation change in the AU12 sequence

Mijk = Nik + Wijk × Eik

(3.7)

In this case, the geometric information of a mesh can be compressed to one
third of its original size and an AU sequence, which has n vertices in each mesh,
can be represented by a given neutral frame Ni , an Expression Difference Map
Ei and n curves Wi .
Clustered Curve Compression
In Section 3.4.2, the movement of a face can be represented by a number of curves,
where each curve is a movement trajectory of the vertex over time. However,
the movements of the vertices are not independent of each other. To overcome
this issue, the curves are grouped using EM (Expectation-Maximization) based
clustering toolbox [61]. By applying this, curves that are correlated with each
other are members of the same group. In the experiment, K is set as 3 to cluster
n curves into three groups. Figure 3a shows the curve clustering result (when
K=3) for AU12. Figure 3b is the representation of the clustering result in the
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Figure 3-7: Clustering result on a 3D face: red, green and blue represent the different
regions classified

visualisation aspect. Similar to Section 3.4.2, all the curves in each group are
compressed into one curve by following equations:

Mijk

Wijk = E0ik × Dijk
Wijk
Wijk = 0
Eik × Eik
= Nik + Wijk × Eik

(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

Eik and Nik denote Groupk’s subsets of Expression Difference Map Ei and
neutral frame Ni , respectively. Wijk is the weight value of the vertices in Group
k. In the above equations, Equation 6 calculates the weight curves for the vertices
in group k, Equation 7 is the normalisation procedure on the raw weights Wijk ,
and Equation 8 shows the reconstruction method, which reverts k curves back to
an AU sequence in mesh format.
As a result, given Ei and Dijk , this branch method is able to compress meshes
and an AU sequence into k curves (in the experiment, k = 3).
Mesh Curve Compression In Section 3.4.2, the weight curves Wi are clustered into k = 3 groups (clustering result in Fig 3-7). This branch method is a
special case of Clustered Curve Compressing, when k = 1. In this branch, all
the vertices in the mesh can be regarded as one group. Hence, by picking k = 1
and processing the equations in Section 3.4.2, the geometric information of an
AU sequence can be represented by the combination of a single curve Wi , neutral
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frame Ni and its Expression Difference Map Ei .
Evaluation
Table 3.1: Curve Compression vs. Principle Component Analysis
Method
PCA ( D = 10)
VCC
CCC (k = 3)
CCC (k = 1)

AU1
0.603
0.343
0.354
0.365

AU4
0.681
0.254
0.279
0.297

AU5
0.353
0.293
0.323
0.360

AU6
0.566
0.199
0.212
0.234

AU7
0.243
0.302
0.372
0.432

AU10
0.677
0.081
0.086
0.090

AU12
0.279
0.278
0.313
0.364

AU13
0.440
0.806
0.816
0.857

AU15
0.348
0.223
0.249
0.272

AU16
0.423
0.160
0.174
0.206

AU18
0.810
0.218
0.241
0.265

AU20
0.729
0.417
0.439
0.518

PCA: Principle Component Analysis
VCC: Vertex Curve Compression
CCC: Clustered Curve Compression

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated.
First, the performance of these methods are quantitatively compared with PCA
for several AU sequences. According to Table 3.1, Vertex Curve Compression
(VCC) shows the best result against Clustered Curve Compression (CCC) and
PCA. However, due to the mechanism of VCC, its compression percentage is
only 33.3%, while PCA and CCC perform the dimensionality reduction from the
original dimension (more than 10k) to n < 10. Nevertheless, when subsequently
comparing PCA (D = 10) and CCC (k = 3), CCC (k = 3) still shows significant
advantage over PCA.
Then, the proposed method is measured against PCA in spatial-temporal
terms, with twelve AU sequences in the model (Section 3.3) being chosen. After
compressing and decompressing the data, the compression error of four methods,
namely, PCA, Vertex Curve Compression (VCC), Clustered Curve Compression
(CCC, k = 1) and CCC (k = 3) are compared. The comparison results are
shown in Fig 3-8, with the blue line representing the error of PCA, whilst those
of VCC, CCC (k = 1) and CCC (k = 3) are presented in red, green and black
lines, respectively, whereas the x-axis in the figure represents the time line of
frames of each AU sequence. All the curve methods can be seen as being highly
spatially-temporally related, which is not the case for PCA.
Conclusion
In this section, a novel linear compression method has been demonstrated, which
has been applied to compress a temporally related dataset, such as the dynamic
3D morphable model. Firstly, the mechanism of the proposed method was explained. Then, it was evaluated by comparing it with PCA in both quantitative
and spatial-temporal aspects, with the curve method showing impressive superior
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Figure 3-8: RMS Curve Compression vs. PCA

performance. To date, the curve method has only been applied to facial analysis. Applying and testing it in other temporally linked areas could be a fruitful
direction for further research.
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3.5
3.5.1

Transfer Facial Expression from 2D to 3D
Introduction

Over the past few decades, there has been an increased interest in automatic
facial expression transfer techniques. In this section, I propose a novel facial retargeting technique pipeline for detecting and transferring the facial expression
in 2D images to a 3D mesh for wild facial images in real time without any marker. This technique pipeline integrates the advantages of state-of-the-art methods
of face detection, facial landmark detection and facial action unit recognition.
Subsequently, the analysed results are applied to a template facial blendshape
model in both the micro and macro levels. More specifically, in this section, I
firstly discuss the previous research on facial landmark detection, facial action
unit recognition and facial expression transfer. Then, details of the novel facial retargeting technique pipeline are introduced. Next, experimental results
and evaluation of the technique pipeline are provided and discussed. Finally, a
conclusion is given and potential further work discussed.

3.5.2

Previous Work

Facial Landmark Detection
As claimed by Zhang [166], facial landmark detection is a fundamental component
in many face analysis tasks, such as facial attribute inference [104], face verification [102, 137], and face recognition [168, 169]. Whilst great strides have been
made in this field [38, 39], robust facial landmark detection remains a formidable
challenge in the presence of partial occlusion and the large number of head pose
variations. Facial landmark detection is traditionally approached as a single and
independent problem. Popular approaches include template fitting approaches [38, 167] and regression-based methods [39, 34]. Regarding which, Sun et
al. [138] proposed detecting facial landmarks by coarse-to-fine regression using a
cascade of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN). This method shows superior accuracy compared to previous ones [18, 34] and existing commercial systems.
Nevertheless, the method requires the complex and unwieldy cascade architecture
of a deep model.
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Facial Action Unit Recognition
Facial Action Unit (AU) detection has been studied extensively in the last few
years. The majority of the research works on this topic can be divided into AU
occurrence detection and intensity estimation [146]. Additionally, Fasel [57] and
Zeng’s [164] survey on this research field provides a general overview of facial
expression recognition.
AU occurrence detection Common binary classifiers applied to this problem include Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), boosting techniques, and Support
Vector Machines (SVM). ANNs were the most popular method in earlier works (e.g. [15, 143]) and boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost and GentleBoost,
have since become a popular choice for AU recognition (e.g. [72, 159]). Boosting
algorithms are simple and quick to train, they have fewer parameters than SVM
or ANN as well as being less prone to overfitting. They implicitly perform feature
selection, which is desirable for handling high-dimensional data and speeding up
inference along with being able to handle multiclass classification. SVMs are
currently the most popular choice (e.g. [36, 108]) as they provide good performance, can be non-linear, parameter optimisation is relatively easy as efficient
implementations are readily available and a choice of kernel functions provides
them with remarkable flexibility in terms of design.
AU intensity estimation The goal in AU intensity estimation,as claimed
in [147], is to assign a perframe label with a possible integer value from 0 to
5 for each AU. This problem can be approached using either a classification or
a regression learning method. Regarding the former, some approaches use the
confidence of a (binary) frame-based AU activation classifier to estimate AU intensity. The rationale behind this is that the lower the intensity is, the harder the
classification will be. For example, Bartlett et al. used the distance of the test
sample to the SVM separating hyperplane [14], while Hamm and his colleagues
used the confidence of the decision given by AdaBoost [72]. It is, however, more
natural to treat the problem as a 6-class classification. For example, Mahoor et
al. employed 6 one - vs.- all binary SVM classifiers [108]. Alternatively, a single
multi-class classifier (e.g. an ANN or a Boosting variant) can be used. The extremely large class overlap means, however, that such approaches are unlikely to
be optimal. In relation to regression-based methods, AU intensity estimation is
nowadays often posed as a regression problem. These penalise incorrect labelling
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proportionally to the difference between the ground truth and prediction. Such
ordinal consideration of the labels is absent in classification methods. The large
overlap between classes also implies an underlying continuous nature of intensity that regression techniques are better equipped to model. Examples include
Support Vector Regression ( [81] and [129]), whilst Kaltwang et al., instead, used
Relevance Vector Regression to obtain a probabilistic prediction [84].
Facial Expression Transfer
Facial expression transfer refers to [141], also called facial motion retargeting or
face cross-mapping, is the technique of adapting the motion of an actor to a
target character. Nowadays, it is also highly pertinent to research areas, such
as facial performance capture and performance-driven animation, having become
very popular. Several approaches have been proposed for facial expression retargeting, aimed at transferring facial expressions captured from a real subject to
a virtual Computer Graphic (CV) avatar [153, 29, 33]. Facial reenactment goes
one step further by transferring the captured source expressions to a different,
real actor, such that the new video shows the target actor reenacting the source
expressions photo-realistically. Reenactment is a far more challenging task than
expression retargeting, as even the slightest errors in the transferred expressions
and appearance mean that such inconsistencies with the surrounding video will
be noticed by a human user. Most methods for facial reenactment proposed so
far involve working off-line and only few of the produced results are close to
photo-realistic [43, 62].

3.5.3

Methodology

In this section, I outline the core technologies used in the technique pipeline for
facial behaviour analysis and facial expression transfer. First, I discuss the details
of how I detect and track facial landmarks. Then, a facial action unit intensity
technique is introduced. Finally, a novel facial expression transfer algorithm is
provided.

3.5.4

Facial Landmark Detection

In the technique frame, the OpenFace Toolkit [13] is used, an open source toolkit, for detecting the face and facial landmarks from 2D images. This toolkit
implements a state-of-the-art facial landmark detection algorithm, which is an
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Figure 3-9: An example of facial landmark detection result

upgraded version of Conditional Local Neural Fields (CLNF) [12] . More specifically, as an instance of a Constrained Local Model (CLM) [42], CLNF, however,
uses more advanced patch experts and optimization function. Check meaning
There are two main components of CLNF, the: Point Distribution Model (PDM)
and patch expert [13]. The former captures landmark shape variations, whilst
the latter capture local appearance variations of each landmark [12]. However,
the originally proposed CLNF model performs the detection of all 68 facial landmarks together. Nevertheless, Baltrusaitis’ model [13] shows more accurate and
robust results by training separate sets of point distribution and patch expert
models for eyes, lips and eyebrows. Figure 3-9 demonstrates an example of a
facial landmark detection result by the using Openface Toolkit.

3.5.5

Action Unit Detection

In the proposed technique framework, similar to the implementation of facial
landmark detection, OpenFace Toolkit [13] is adopted. The AU intensity detection module in the OpenFace Toolkit is developed based on a state-of-the-art
framework [11, 145]. By utilising the OpenFace Toolkit, the intensity of action
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Figure 3-10: An example estimation of facial action unit intensity detection

units (actually, AU1, AU2, AU4, AU5, AU6, AU9, AU10, AU12, AU 17, AU20,
AU25 and AU26 ) from faces in 2D images can be detected and measured. As
shown in Figure 3-10, the intensity of the AUs detected by the Openface Toolkit
and represented by positive float numbers.

3.5.6

Facial Expression Transfer

A novel facial expression transfer method is introduced in this section. After a
substantial amount of experiments and testing, the OpenFace toolkit provided
robust performance in both detecting facial landmarks and estimating the intensity of facial AUs [13] on wild facial images. Consequently, the advantages
of OpenFace are combined here with the excellently designed facial expression
transfer framework introduced by Ravikumar [120] in 2016. Ravikumar’s system
offers a template blendshape model (Figure 3-11) for the purpose of non-rigid
deformation on the human face. In particular, there are over one hundred controllable blend attributes in the model, which allows scientists preciously apply
the observed facial action unit onto the model in detail. Moreover, in order to fit
the model correctly, a strategy for doing so in both the macro and micro levels
is designed. In the macro level, the landmark detection result is used to control
the deformation of the eyes and mouth. Then, at the micro level, the intensity
estimation result is deployed to control the deformation of related blendshape
atrributes of each AU. However, because of the fact that muscles that control the
AUs on lower face are much more intensive than those on the upper face, the
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Figure 3-11: Ravikumar’s Facial Blendshape Model

intensity estimation result of the AUs on the former is normally too strong. To
accommodate for this, the intensity estimation result of lower faces are multiplied
by 0.2 experientially.

3.5.7

Evaluation and Experiment Results

In this subsection, the results of facial expression transfer from 2D images to 3D
models are presented and evaluated visually. More specifically, experiments are
performed on males and females, separately and there is no marker on the subjects’ faces. Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 demonstrate different facial expressions
captured by a consumer-level camera in arbitrary lighting environments. The
OpenFace Toolkit is, firstly, utilised to obtain facial landmarks and intensities
of facial AUs in both the lower and upper face. Then, the novel facial expression transfer method is adopted in order to apply non-rigid deformation onto
the target 3D face mesh. According to the visual results, the proposed method
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Figure 3-12: Results of Facial Expression Transfer From a 2D image to a 3D mesh
on a female. From left to right: original image, detected landmarks, estimation of AU
intensity and facial expression transfer results on the 3D mesh

provides accurate results in relation to the transfer of facial expressions from 2D
images to the 3D mesh. This is because this macro level control of blendshape
guarantees a high level of correspondence, whilst the micro level control provides
the reference for adjusting the details of the AUs on the faces. Moreover, due to
the performance of the OpenFace toolkit and the direct facial transfer algorithm,
it takes only 40ms to finish the entire transfer process for each frame. However,
as can be seen in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13, there is still some mismatching of
the motion of muscles on the lower face as well as around the mouth.

3.5.8

Conclusion and Further Work

In this section, related work on facial landmark detection, facial action unit
recognition and facial expression transfer was discussed. Then, a novel technique pipeline for transferring facial expression from 2D images to 3D meshes
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Figure 3-13: Results of Facial Expression Transfer From 2D a image to a 3D mesh
on a male. From left to right: original image, detected landmarks, estimation of AU
intensity and facial expression transfer results on the 3D mesh
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was presented. Subsequently, some experimental results were demonstrated and
there was evaluation of the technique pipeline. According to the visual evaluation, the proposed framework shows a robust real-time performance in relation
to transferring expression from a 2D image to a 3D mesh for images without
any facial markers. However, as mentioned before, some details of the motion of
facial muscles still cannot be detected and apply onto 3D mesh. Hence, some further research on detecting specific areas of the face, in particular, around mouth,
could well prove beneficial. Additionally, this work does not consider the pose
variance of faces. Therefore, another potential work is to add pose estimation on
2D images and apply the estimated pose on to 3D mesh.
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3.6

Conclusion

Facial analysis in 3D has become a salient topic in the computer vision and
graphics community. Compared with 2D face models, dynamic 3D face models
are more robust towards pose and light variance. That is, they deliver significant
advantages when compared to static face models in analysis, such as face identity
and facial expression recognition. In this chapter, the history of facial analysis has
been discussed along with explanations being provided regarding the techniques
for constructing a dense corresponded dynamic 3D model. Subsequently, the
problems faced and potential solutions have been covered. In order to establish
such a model, it is essential to develop accurate dense correspondence estimations
of the vertices between face meshes. In this context, a novel non-rigid registration
method has been proposed, which is capable of processing and constructing a
dense corresponded dynamic 3D facial dataset. Furthermore, this method has
been evaluated by comparing it with the-state-of-art approach. Then, in order to
compress and model the dense corresponded dynamic 3D dataset, a novel linear
compression method was presented, in which the compression result is highly
spatially-temporally related. In the evaluation, the algorithm was tested against
PCA in both quantitative and temporal terms. At the end of the chapter, some
potential further 3D modelling work has been put forward.
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Summary
This chapter presents an automatic system for the analysis and labelling of floor
plan drawings in computer-aided Design (CAD) format. The proposed system
applies a fusion strategy to detect and recognise various components of CAD floor
plans, such as walls, doors and windows. Technically, a general rule-based filter
parsing method is fist adopted to extract effective information from the original
floor plan. Then, an image-processing based recovery method is employed to
correct information extracted in the first step. Our proposed method is fully
automatic and real-time. Such analysis system provides high accuracy and is also
evaluated on a public website that, on average, archives more than ten thousand
effective uses per day and reaches a relatively high satisfaction rate.
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4.1

Introduction

CAD floor plans [32] comprise a set of architectural drawings that describe the
layout of various structural objects (e.g. walls, windows, doors and furniture) in
a building.
In architecture and building design, floor plans contain various levels of detail
and show the relationships among rooms, spaces and other architecture components for each level of a structure.
Floor plan analysis can be considered a special image analysis method that
attempts to understand the structural and semantic information of a building by
analysing 2D versions (in this chapter,‘images’ refers to both rasterised and vectorised images). After reviewing previous research, it is clear that there are various purposes for analysing a given floor plan. For example, several studies have
applied floor plan analysis to the generation of 3D models [49], [103], [113], and
another study emphasised interpreting floor plans as CAD formats. In addition,
other studies have attempted to detect rooms in architectural drawings [107], [154]
and have also searched massive floor plans [152].
[10] is similar to [99] in that they both proposed a method to understand
hand-drawn floor plans. In addition, a previous study proposed a complete system for architectural diagram analysis [50], where basic primitives are recognised
by applying numerous automated graphics-recognition processes. A method to
detect rooms in architectural floor plan images has also been proposed [107]. That
method was then adopted and expanded [5] to include new processing steps, such
as wall edge extraction and boundary detection.
This chapter presents an automatic system for analysing floor plan drawings in
CAD format. The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Work related
to this chapter is summarised in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides an overview of
the proposed method, including its specific processing steps. Section 4.4 presents
an evaluation of the proposed analysis method and discusses experimental results.
Finally, Section 4.5 concludes this chapter and offers suggestions for future work.
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Figure 4-1: Different ways to draw a wall with a window and a door. The variable
graphic symbols pose challenges for automatic recognition of objects in CAD drawings. [163]

4.2

Related Work

Architectural drawings, typically in the form of floor plans, are necessary to
design, describe and execute a construction project. The architectural elements
on each building level are represented using standard symbols and floor plans
typically create a top-down orthographic projection.
Floor plans consist of various levels of detailed architectural elements. For
example, construction structure drawings (CSD), which are one of the most complicated types of floor plan, portray internal steel bars, the concrete structure of
columns, beams, WA walls as well as pipe and ductwork layouts. These drawings
are popular with both design engineers and construction managers. Tong Lu and
his research team [103] introduced a system that constructs a detailed building
model from computer-drawn CSDs. However, interpreting raster images of CSDs
requires further research.
Despite floor plans being widely used in architecture engineering and the
construction life-cycle as they are able to cover a building’s complete layout,
both hand-drawn and computer-produced forms often lack detailed construction
information.
Another main drawback arises from the various graphical symbols used in floor
plans. Figure 4-1 shows several common graphical symbols for walls, windows
and doors. Note that not all floor plan drawings comply with specific standards.
However, the overall purpose of floor plan drawings determines which ones and
how components will be shown. The various symbols create a challenge when
analysing and interpreting floor plan drawings, especially for shape analysis or
shape matching methods.
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4.2.1

Converting Floor Plan CAD files

Systems that apply CAD-based floor plans focus more on 3D model extrusion
rather than image processing and pattern recognition. Rick Lewis and Carlo
Sequin [92] at the University of California, Berkeley, introduced a system that
creates 3D polygonal building models semi-automatically by grouping architectural symbols into specified layers in standard DXF files. Their system introduced
a correction strategy on disjointed and overlapping edges in order to overcome geometric flaws. This system collects the topology of spaces and portals to generate
proper polygon orientation. After each floor is modelled, the system stacks the
floors to create a complete model. This system significantly simplifies the recognition process, which benefits designers in various applications, such as smoke
propagation simulations.
Clifford So [135] and his colleagues from the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology (HKUST) considered the model conversion problem in a virtual
reality context. They targeted three major tasks, i.e. wall extrusion, object mapping as well as ceiling and floor contraction, after observing model reconstruction
via a conventional manual method. The processing time of their method is greatly reduced by incorporating automated approaches for each task in the next step,
including automatic wall polygon extrusion, generating and placing customised
templates of random orientation and size as well as advancing front triangulation. However, their system has a significant disadvantage, i.e. the input file
must contain fully established semantic information and no errors, which means
the system requires manual intervention. For example, wall lines must be marked
by users, architectural objects must be specified, and objects must be assigned
to individual transformation matrices.
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [26] automated the construction of a realistic MIT campus model (Building Model Generation
project (http://city.csail.mit.edu/bmg). Compared to the Berkeley system [92]
and whilst a similar pipeline is employed, an additional process is used to position
and orient building models automatically using a map for guidance.
Lu’s research team at the Nanjing University of China proposed a system to
construct models from computer-drawn CSDs and vectorised floor plans [103].
Compared to other computer drawing formats, symbol recognition in a vector
image is much more difficult, because such images contain unlabelled geometric
primitives. Similar to the HKUST project [135], this system differentiates walls
from other architectural elements. First, it detects parallel line segment pairs as
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Table 4.1: The challenges of image parsing and drawing analysis
Step

Issues

Noise removal

Notation leading lines can easily be confused with wall lines.
The background may contain a grid or decorative pattern.

Text extraction

Textfont, size and orientation may vary.
Text and graphical symbols may share pixels (overlapping or touching).

Vectorisation

Most algorithms recover only lines and arcs.
Free-form curves are a challenge.
Noise affects the result significantly.
Vectorisation may yield poor results at junction points.

Symbol recognition

Symbols may not comply with standards.
There may be a large pool of symbols, and the differences between two symbols may be subtle.

walls, which are then removed from the drawings. Next, the remaining primitives
are recognised by detecting feature matches with predefined patterns that contain
a symbol’s graphical primitives and contextual information. In the recognition
process, the system places patterns in order relative to their priority and checks
each, one by one. Corresponding elements are removed from the drawing as
soon as they satisfy all of a given pattern’s constraints. Whilst this does require
high-quality input, the system benefits users significantly because it focuses on
structural details and is highly automated.

4.2.2

Image Parsing and Drawing Analysis

This process analyses an input raster floor plan image and extracts layout information, which is referred to as a ‘parse process’. Referring to Yin’s survey [163],
the challenges in this step are explained in Table 4.1.
Graphical document analysis technology is required to analyse and parse image floor plans, which includes two main steps: (1) removing noise, such as text
and annotation; and (2) graphical symbol recognition. The cleaning step focuses on removing noise and other irrelevant information to improve image quality.
In the graphical symbol recognition step, the system categorises the recognised
symbols by identifying certain information, including location, orientation and
scale.
Compared to other graphical documents, floor plans have certain distinguishable features. For example, various line shapes (curved or straight) represent
walls in floor plans. Another difference is that the architectural symbols are
made up of simple geometric primitives. Typically, to handle such input, graphics recognition is integrated with vectorisation.
(Table 4.1)
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Noise Removal
Sampling noise introduced by digital scanning is very common when processing
hand-drawn floor plans. However, they are generated by a computer gradually
and thus, noise has a broader definition in this context. For example, pixels
without directly useful information are typically considered noise, including annotation leading lines, dimension lines, furniture and hardware symbols. On rare
occasions, a decorative pattern in the background can be misidentified.
In Loria’s system [101], a morphological filter is applied as a fine line between
noise and useful pixels. This method is based on the assumption that background
patterns and dimension leading lines can be differentiated from useful lines, because they have different thicknesses and styles. [113] makes a similar assumption,
filtering input and only thick construction lines can be preserved.
Text Extraction
A perfect algorithm should be free from text font, size and orientation as well as
being efficient and requiring little manual intervention. Geometric shapes mixed
with text incur extra burden for separation and extraction tasks. Text research
has been developed for several decades, and its results can be categorised into
structural-based (focusing on structural differences) and pixel-based algorithms.
Graphic Recognition
The text is separated from graphics in the previous step. Graphic recognition is a
process whereby pixels are organised and ordered according to the geometrical description of the building’s layout. Typically, architectural drawings comprise two
primary types of information, i.e. structural information and local architectural
components.
As shown in Table 4.1, graphic recognition comprises vectorisation and symbol
recognition. Walls are preserved as geometric poly-lines for the extrusion step,
because they define the building’s spatial structure. From this perspective, all
systems introduce vectorisation and deal with geometric elements, rather than
performing symbol recognition on pixels directly.
Vectorisation This process, which is referred to as raster-to-vector conversion,
transfers image pixels to geometric primitives. The most important aspects of
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each algorithm are efficiency, robustness and accuracy. The workflow of traditional line-drawing vectorisation involves two steps, as shown in the following
table.
It should be noted that correcting joint errors is required after each step.
In most cases, vectorisation algorithms can find line segments and circular arcs;
however, more complex curves remain a challenge for existing algorithms.
In Step 1, three groups of algorithms, i.e. parametric model fitting, contour
tracking and skeletonisation [77], are typically used. In parametric model fitting,
Hough transform [51] is applied to detect lines; however, this requires significant
amounts of memory and lacks universality.
Contour tracking detects the contour of white pixels (rather than black ones)
and recognises connected regions as rooms. This method can deal with simple
floors; however, it cannot deal with complicated structures, because it is based
on the assumption that white spaces are divided by black wall lines in the image.
Thinning-based algorithms for skeletonisation attempt to search for a curve
bones’ medial axis by stripping boundary pixels until a one-pixel wide skeleton
remains [90] . Here, one disadvantage is that intersections always confuse the results. Another disadvantage is that thinning-based algorithms require significant
time to process, because each pixel is visited multiple times. Typical medial-axisbased algorithms include pixel tracking [48] and run-graph-based algorithms [48].
Medial-axis-based algorithms treat a thick line as a solid shape and its medial
axis as a skeleton.
In Step 2, point chains are segmented into sets of lines, poly-lines and circular arcs by estimating curvature or polygonal approximation to identify critical
points.
Loria’s system introduces a skeletonisation technique and polygonal approximation to complete the vectorisation process [101]. The CUHK system tracks
the contour of black pixels rather than white ones, which differs from contour
tracking [113].
Symbol Recognition This is the most important part of graphical document
analysis, and the graphic symbol recogniser (GSR) in this process should be
efficient and not limited to either context or affine transformation. It should be
noted that previous research has proved that several methods work well in specific
areas and generate positive results.
GSRs can be classified as vector based (oriented toward structure) and pixel
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based (oriented toward statistics). Vector-based GSRs process graphical primitives, such as points, line segments, arcs and circles, in vectorised images. This
approach checks primitives in groups to identify a symbol using region adjacency
graphs [4], graphical-knowledge-guided reasoning [158], constraint networks [4]
and deformable templates [148]. Note that good vectorisation is expected with
this approach, which is affine invariant.
Other GSRs are pixel based. Such recognisers process raster images without
vectorisation. Such methods focus on the statistical features of a symbol’s pixel
information. Pixel-based approaches contain plain binary images [130] , living
projections and shape contexts [19] . Compared to vector-based approaches,
pixel-based ones are more accurate, even though their performance is sensitive
to scaling and rotation. Su Yang improved a recognition method by merging
pixel-based and vector-based approaches [160].
In Loria’s project, a network is applied to identify the features of a vectorised image’s primitives [101]. Then, segments in the vectorised floor plan are
distributed throughout the network to find terminal symbols. A similar, but simpler approach, is employed in the CUHK system, in which a series of geometric
constraints are considered symbol patterns. With this approach, raster or vector
images of a floor plan can be used to improve recognition accuracy [113].
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Figure 4-2: Work flow of the floor plan analysis system. Starting with putting in raw
data, followed by the process of standardisation, filtering and rasterising correcting. As
a result, walls, windows and doors can be detected

4.3

Floor Plan Analysis System

The proposed automatic floor plan analysis system targets engineering uses and
takes CAD format floor plans, which can be considered a set of vectorised images
with unit information, as input.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the basic workflow of the proposed floor plan analysis
system, which is described in detail in the following. As mentioned previously, the
proposed system is available online for engineering uses without any restrictions
to the drawing style of a floor plan. This means that the proposed system can
accept a wide variety of input data. Therefore, standardised parsing is required to
normalise input data in the first step. After standardisation, all of the information
provided by the floor plans is represented by the most basic elements, i.e. straight
lines and arcs. Then, because floor plans represent structural data, such as walls,
windows and doors, a general filter is applied to the lines to obtain effective
room structure information. Then, in consideration of excessive filtration in the
filtering step, an image-processing-based retrieval method is adopted to correct
the filtered result. Finally, the proposed is able to system extract windows and
doors from the floor plan.

4.3.1

Data Standardization

Problem Statement
It is difficult to develop a general automatic system for recognising various types
of CAD floor plans, because designers and engineers draw them in different ways.
The variety of CAD floor plans can be summarised as follows.
(1) Different units are adopted in different CAD floor plans. Architecture
designers employ different units (e.g. centimetres, inches and millimetres), according to the given project’s requirements or personal preference.
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(2) Structural objects can comprise various internal forms. For example, as
shown in Figure 4-1, doors and windows can be drawn in different ways [163] ,
and, as shown in Figure 2.b, even in a single CAD floor plan, load bearing walls
(filled polygons) differ from normal walls (parallel lines). Such variable graphic
symbols pose challenges when attempting to recognise floor plans automatically,
for example, shape matching.
(3) Dimensions are varied in CAD floor plans, according to the intended
purpose. For example, for architectural purposes, some CAD floor plans are
shown in 3D space, while others are shown in 2D space.
(4) In most cases, manifold furniture or annotations are applied, which impede recognition of the primary structural components (i.e. walls, windows and
doors). In most cases, manifold furniture or annotations are applied, which greatly disturb the recognition of the main structural components (walls, windows and
doors).
(5) Some CAD drawings may contain several floor plans in a single drawing (Figure 3), with each one in such drawings being independent. Hence, the
proposed system must be able to extract and separate the individual plans.
Solutions
A simple data standardisation process is employed to address the variety of input
CAD floor plans. The primary purpose of this process is to normalise all the
architecture elements in the floor plans as lines. The process is described as
follows.
a. The first step is to standardise the units. By reading the unit information
of the CAD floor plans, the various units are converted to millimetres.
b. Regardless of the composition of structural objects (e.g. lines, solids,
triangles, multi-lines, poly-lines or blocks), all such objects in the drawing are
decomposed into lines, which is the most basic element in all architecture drawings. Simultaneously, arcs are converted to short and continuous lines.
c. The proposed system focuses on detecting walls, doors and windows in a
2D CAD floor plan and hence, 3D floor plans are converted into 2D spaces by
calculating the normal of the lines.
d. Furniture, which is considered a type of structural object, is decomposed
into lines (refer to Step b). Regarding annotations, marker lines are converted
into straight lines, and text elements are removed.
e. At this point, the architectural drawing now comprises straight lines and
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Figure 4-3: An example of multiple floor plans in a single CAD drawing; systematic
clustering is employed to classify lines based on Euler distance

arcs. Since the input drawings can contain more than one floor plan, systematic
clustering of the lines is employed, based on Euler distance. I define the distance
between lines by searching the closest link between lines (Figure 4-3).
f. Then, a 5000-mm threshold is applied so as to cluster all the lines to
segment multiple floor plans from a single CAD file.

4.3.2

A Fusion Strategy System for CAD Floor Plans
Analysis

Here, I introduce a fusion strategy system for CAD floor plan analysis. Floor
plans always contain information that helps an architect express the actual layout
of the structural objects, e.g. walls, doors and windows. However, during floor
plan analysis, different types of objects must be interpreted at different points
in time using specific strategies. Hence, a fusion strategy system is introduced
that combines a set of general filters and an image-parsing method to extract
walls, windows and doors from a CAD floor plan. In the filtering stage, the aim
is to identify as many correct walls in the floor plan as possible. Walls are one
of the essential elements in a floor plan,for other architecture components, e.g.
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doors and windows, are attached to them. A set of filters needs to be designed
to extract information about walls from the input data. Then, by rasterising the
CAD floor plan, the aim is to restore any walls that were filtered excessively in
the image-processing strategy. Based on the wall analysis results, the proposed
system seeks to detect windows and doors. Then, an image-processing-based wall
restoration system is employed. Finally, a mechanism is used to detect doors and
windows based on the detected walls. These processes are explained next.
General Filters
Similar to existing work [50] and [113], in this step, the proposed system extracts
walls from a floor plan by applying general filters. The filters are built on the
assumption that walls are represented by parallel lines in Figure 4-4. Based
on this assumption, the filters search for parallel lines and define them as wall
candidates. The workflow of the filters is explained below.
1. Gradient Filter (pi/12) The objective of introducing this filter is to find
non-vertical and non-horizontal lines, because based on the assumption that walls
lie horizontally and vertically in a floor plan, they can be targeted by applying
this filter. It should be noted that some designers draw lines at a slight tilt, so
the threshold is set to pi/12. In Equation 4.1, Lraw is the raw input line from
the CAD floor plan, and L1 represents filtered lines after applying the gradient
filter. Then, the filtered lines are divided into two sets: the horizontal set (Hs1 )
and the vertical set (Vs1 ), as expressed by Equation 4.2 .
L1 = fGradientf ilter (pi/12) (Lstd )

(4.1)

(Hs1 , Vs1 ) = fsplitHV (L1 )

(4.2)

Figure 4-5 shows the filtered result L1 after the gradient filter (threshold
pi/12) is processed, while the orange and blue lines represent the horizontal set
Hs1 and vertical set Vs1 , respectively.
2. Length Filter (2mm) As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, arcs are converted
into short lines; however, this may generate many short lines. In consideration
of the negative effects brought by irrelevant short lines, a length filter (Equation
4.3) is applied to eliminate interference by them, thus addressing this issue. The
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Figure 4-4: Raw data as input of a floor plan. Parallel lines are targeted in the process
of filtering, based on the assumption that they represent walls
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Figure 4-5: Production of a gradient filter, with the orange and blue lines representing
horizontal filtered lines and vertical set, respectively.(Threshold: pi/12)
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threshold of this length filter is set as 2mm in order to get the most accurate
results and to improve work efficiency as well.
Hs2 = flengthf ilter (1mm) (Hs1 ), Vs2 = flengthf ilter (1mm) (Vs1 )

(4.3)

In Figure 4-6, the red and blue lines represent the filtering results Hs2 and
Vs2 after the length filter is applied, respectively.
3. Gap-Filling and Line Merging (1 mm, 1 mm, loop=5) In architectural drawings, small gaps or dislocations may be created when designers draw
walls. The proposed system employs a gap-filling loop filter and merges close parallel lines to solve this problem. The gap-filling process is aimed at connecting
close lines in Hs2 and Vs2 .
In this process, it is key to determine whether such lines are sufficiently close
to each other, so the threshold is set to 1 mm. Then, the line-merging process
merges lines in Hs2 and Vs2 are in a specific distance.Similar to the previous
stage, a threshold of the same value (1 mm) is employed in this process in order
to merge close parallel lines. Fig 4-7 shows the results obtained after applying
the gap-filling and line-merging processes. In Equation 4.4, Hs3 and Vs3 are the
filtered products of this process. It should be noted that this process is prone to
drift errors; however, small errors will be fixed Section 4.3.2.
(Hs3 , Vs3 ) = fmerge(1mm) (ff ill(1mm) (Hs2 , Vs2 ))

(4.4)

4. Removing Multiple Parallel Lines Commonly, sets of close multiple
parallel lines in walls with an equal gap size represent windows (Figure 4-8). This
filter converts such multiple parallel lines in Hs3 and Vs3 into a pair of parallel
lines. As shown in Figure 4-8 , if the outer bounds of such multiple parallel lines
are connected to wall lines, a line-splitting filter is employed to split such long
lines into segmented short lines.
(Hs4 , Vs4 ) = fRM Lf ilter (Hs3 , Vs3 )

(4.5)

In Equation 4.5, Hs4 and Vs4 are the line-splitting filters.
After the line-splitting filter is applied, inner lines in the multiple parallel lines
structure are removed and such structures must be detected in the floor plan to
achieve this. To this end, a multiple parallel lines structure detector for Hs3 and
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Figure 4-6: Production of a length filter, with the red and blue lines representing the
filtering result after it is applied (Threshold: 2mm)
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Figure 4-7: Production of fill gap and merge lines processing. The gap filling process
applies to lines that are within 1mm of each other
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Figure 4-8: Multi-parallel lines with same gaps to represent windows. Applying a line
split function to split long lines into segmented short lines, because the outer bounds of
windows are connected in walls
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Vs3 is employed. For example, with Hs3 ,the distance between lines is less than
300 mm and is marked as a benchmark, and lines in this range are placed into a
candidate line group. It should be noted that inner lines in the candidate group
are removed, if the number of multiple parallel lines is from three to six and the
distance between each line is between 10 mm and 100 mm. Figure 4-9 shows the
results obtained after removing such multiple parallel lines.
5. Length Filter (90mm) After removing the multiple-parallel lines, the
remaining parallel lines in Hs4 and Vs4 can be considered as candidate lines for
the construction of walls. However, many irrelevant lines that do not contribute
to walls can remain in sets Hs4 and Vs4 .
As described in the previous subsection, the proposed system seeks to find as
many correct walls as possible; however, some may have been over-filtered. The
method used to restore walls is discussed in Section 4.3.2 .
Considering that main walls are typically represented by long pairs of parallel
lines, a length filter with a threshold of 90 mm is employed to remove short lines
that may cause interference. In Equation 4.6 , Hs5 and Vs5 denote the production
of this length filter. Figure 4-10 shows the results obtained after applying it. The
length filter removes many pairs of short parallel lines that construct short walls.
(Hs5 , Vs5 ) = flengthf ilter (90mm) (Hs4 , Vs4 )

(4.6)

6. Connectivity Filter In the proposed method, a line connectivity filter
is applied relative to wall continuity. First, line connectivity is determined and
then, lines that have no connection with any others are removed. Figure 4-11
shows the results obtained after applying the connectivity filter. In Equation 4.7,
Hs6 and Vs6 denote the productions of the connectivity filter in the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively.
(Hs6 , Vs6 ) = fconnectivityf ilter (Hs5 , Vs5 )

(4.7)

7. Gap-Filling and Line Merging (90mm,50mm,loop = 5) For gaps
between doors and long lines generated by placing furniture against walls, a gapfilling and line-merging filter is applied similar to that discussed in Section 4.3.2
. In Equation 4.9, Hs7 and Vs7 denote the productions of the gap-filling filter and
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Figure 4-9: The results after removing multiple-parallel lines. Inner lines in the
multiple parallel lines structure are removed after applying a line-splitting filter
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Figure 4-10: The results after applying the length filter. It removes pairs of short
parallel lines (less than 90mm) that contribute to a short wall
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Figure 4-11: Production from applying a connectivity filter, which removes irrelevant
lines
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line-merging filter in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The gap
filling filter connects lines in Hs6 and Vs6 , if they are sufficiently close.
When this filter is applied to door gaps, the threshold is set to 90 mm, but
this is set at 50mm when applying it to line merging. Considering the fact that
walls generally are 120mm-240mm in width, setting 50mm as a benchmark will
not disturb the results of wall selection.
In Fig 4-12 , Hs7 and Vs7 are represented by red and blue lines, respectively.
(Hs7 , Vs7 ) = fmerge(50mm) (ff ill(90mm) (Hs6 , Vs6 ))

(4.8)

8. Detecting Candidate Pairs of Parallel Lines After the second gapfilling and line-merging filters are applied, candidate pairs of parallel lines that
contribute to walls are identified and here, two constraints are introduced. One
is that the distance between the lines in Hs7 and Vs7 should be between 100 mm
and 400 mm.
This constraint ensures that walls with width within this range are detected.
The other constraint is that the overlapping length between each pair of lines
should be greater than 400 mm, because such lines are more likely to form walls.
In Equation 4.9 ,Hs8 and Vs8 denote the productions of this step in the vertical
and horizontal direction respectively. Fig 4-13 shows them as red and blue lines,
respectively.
(Hs8 , Vs8 ) = fpair (Hs7 , Vs7 )

(4.9)

9. Generate Walls In this step, walls are generated from the candidate pairs
of parallel lines in Hs8 and Vs8 . Here the, lines between 100 mm and 400 mm from
the target line are found and such lines are considered wall candidates. Then, as
shown in Figure 4-14, walls are generated from the overlapping area; however,
this method can generate incorrect walls. Hence, such errors have to be fixed in
the image-parsing stage (Section 4.3.2 ).
Image-Parsing Wall Restoration System
With the above filters, whilst the aim is to extract as many correct walls as
possible, the input data are difficult to standardise, which inevitably leads to
problems. For example, the proposed system may generate incorrect walls or fail
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Figure 4-12: Production of the second fill gap and merge line processing. This is the
process of filling gaps between doors and long lines. The red and blue lines represent
Hs7 and Vs7 in Equation 4.9, respectively
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Figure 4-13: Identify pairs of parallel lines as candidates. Parallel lines in the vertical
and horizontal directions are marked as red and blue, respectively
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Figure 4-14: Walls are generated from the candidate pairs of parallel lines; the overlapping areas that marked in yellow are walls.
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to detect correct ones due to excessive filtering. To address this, a wall restoration method based on image parsing of vectorised CAD floor plans is employed.
An image-processing technique is not employed to recognise floor plans in CAD
format [103] [135], if the vectorised parsing method is applied. However, the proposed system integrates the filtered results with an image-parsing mechanism.
With analysis of the rasterised image, this system evaluates the wall candidates
generated from the first step. More specifically, first, the CAD floor plan and
the filtered results are rasterised. Then, the components in the floor plan image
are extracted by applying an image component segmentation method. The wall
restoration method is discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Rasterisation The proposed method converts CAD format floor plans into
images. It should be noted that floor plans must be rasterised before the imageparsing method is applied to the vectorised CAD format floor plans. Thus, a
raw CAD floor plan and the detected walls are rasterised as images Iraw and
Iwalls , respectively, at equal image resolution (i.e. 4096x4096 pixels). Figure 4-15
demonstrates the rasterised results of the raw input data, while Figure 4-16 shows
those for walls extracted in the filter steps.
Component Segmentation In floor plans, wall regions can always be clearly
distinguished from other objects. Therefore, image segmentation is employed to
classify the components in Iraw . In addition, Iraw is a binary image and hence,
the image segmentation task can be converted into a labelling task for connected
components in Iraw . A connected component in a binary image is a set of pixels
that form a connected group. For example, the binary image (left part of Figure
4-17) [122] has three connected components. The connected component labelling
process identifies these in the binary image and assigns a unique label to each
[122] (right part of Figure 4-17).b. The proposed method employs an eightconnectivity-based two-pass connected component labelling method similar to
[73]. The pseudocode of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4-18. The algorithm
makes two passes over the image, with the first assigning temporary labels and
records equivalences, whilst the second replaces each temporary label with the
smallest label of its equivalent class. The following is performed in the first pass:
1. Each element of the data is iterated by column then by row (raster scanning);
2. If the element is not the background;
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Figure 4-15: Floor plan must be rasterised before applying the image-parsing method.
This figure shows a rasterised result of raw input data
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Figure 4-16: Floor plan must be rasterised before applying the image-parsing method.
This figure shows a rasterised result for walls extracted in the filter steps
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Figure 4-17: Left: An example of connected components in a binary image with
three connected components. Right: An example of labelling connected components in
a binary image. Connected components in the binary image are identified before being
a new unique label

a. Get the neighbouring elements of the current element;
b. If there are no neighbours, uniquely label the current element and continue;
c. Otherwise, find the neighbour with the smallest label and assign it to the
current element;
d. Store the equivalent between neighbouring labels.
The following is performed in the second pass:
1. Iterate through each element of the data by column and then by row;
2. If the element is not the background, relabel it with the lowest equivalent
label.
Figure 4-19 shows component labelling result IrawComponent .
Wall Restoring The wall regions in a floor plan are distinct from other objects
and hence wall information detected in the filter stage can be matched to labelled
components in the original image Iraw . By tracking each component in the original image and comparing a single component to a wall mask, the component can
be defined as a wall, if more than 40% of the wall region overlaps with the wall
mask. Figure 4-15 shows the result after a raw process of wall restoration.
However, the product of rough wall restored by wall candidate mask still has
some outliers compared to the ground truth and hence, in order to optimise the
wall mask, two extra constraints are introduced.
The first filter considers the factor that walls have strong connectivity with
each other. Hence, in this filter, unattached regions, which are not connected to
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Figure 4-18: Pseudocode of the connected component labelling algorithm. Temporary
equivalent labels are assigned in the first passes and the smallest label of its equivalent
class will replace them in the second pass
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Figure 4-19: After applying the two-pass algorithm over the image, component labelling result IrawComponent generated.
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each other, are detected and removed. More specifically, unattached regions will
not be identified as an effective wall, if their area or length and width are less
than specific thresholds (in these experiments, the threshold of length and width
is 2000mm and 200mm, respectively), and they will be eliminated.
After that, the second constraint takes into account another factor that walls
should construct a room. In the real drawing, furniture in the corner that includes
a sofa may generate parallel lines as well. Instead of connecting to other lines
to generate an independent region, these parallel lines may meet the condition
of forming walls. If so, the occupancy rate of the mask is increased to 40%
plus, which would be marked as walls. To get around this problem, a limitation
needs to be set. If the region takes more than 50% of the rectangle space of
that generated by plotting the minimum value and the maximum value on the
X and Y axis, there is a tiny possibility of being defined as walls, because these
normally do not take up a large area in a CAD drawing. Moreover, in order to
avoid interfering the process of detecting small walls, the length and width of the
rectangle space are much larger than width of an independent wall. In view of
the smallest rooms in the real world, the thresholds are set as 2000mm
Figure 4-20 shows the final wall extraction result obtained by the proposed
system.
Detect Windows and Doors
Door Detection Typically, doors are attached to walls, i.e. they do not exist
independently and, hence they are identified by detecting arcs that are close to
detected walls. Normally, arcs with a 90 degree central angle of radius 300 mm
to 25000 mm are considered doors.
Window Detection Window detection is similar to door detection, because
windows and doors are both attached to walls. In the proposed method, windows
are detected as a part of a wall (Section 4.3.2). Thus, it is possible to find windows
by searching multiple parallel lines that are less than 20 mm apart. Also, if the
distance between the central line of a group of multiple parallel lines and that of
its corresponding wall is less than one-quarter of the wall thickness, this group
of multiple parallel lines is considered a window.
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Figure 4-20: Wall restoration is the process of tracking each component in the original
image and comparing a single one with a wall mask, and this figure shows the final wall
extraction result obtained by the proposed system
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4.4

Evaluation

It is hard to quantitatively evaluate the CAD extraction system because there is
barely proper ground truth publicly available. To give an intuitive sense on precision of our system, I implement the proposed architectural drawing recognition
system using Java; I then deploy the proposed system onto Kujiale.com which is
a Chinese leading Internet company in interior design. In this case, The proposed
system, which is freely available online, incorporates a mature human-computer
interaction and representation system. Users can obtain recognition results by
uploading CAD floor plans (DWT or DWG format). Figure 4-21 shows samples from real customers who actually perform analyzing CAD floor plans for
three different real-life projects. Please note that such components extraction is
achieved without user intervention.
The proposed system, which is freely available online, incorporates a mature human-computer interaction and representation system. Users can obtain
recognition results by uploading CAD floor plans (DWT or DWG format) via
the website (www.kujiale.com). On average, the proposed system requires only 2.3s to extract information from a CAD floor plan. Compared to Lu’s [103]
system, which requires nearly one hour to parse a document with 72,000 graphic primitives, the proposed system requires approximately 5 seconds to parse a
complicated floor plan with a massive number of objects, e.g. more than 35,000
lines. The improved efficiency of the proposed system is primarily due to the
high-performance algorithm.
As mentioned previously, the proposed system can detect a large proportion
of walls in most cases. Because it is intended for practical application by different
types of designers, it is difficult to obtain a ground truth for all floor plans. Due
to the lack of a CAD floor plan database, the proposed system was evaluated in
a user study. Users were asked to score the recognition results of the system (1
means not satisfied and 10 means very satisfied). As shown in Figure 4-22, based
on the research, an average score of 7.71 was obtained from 2,515 user study
samples, which indicates outstanding performance of the system.
Meanwhile, according to the statistics on CAD recognition system, the number of recognition requests fluctuated at 80,000 each week between March and
July in 2017. The figure bottomed at 70,000 on week of 4th April and reached a
peak at approximately 98,000 on week of 13th June.
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Figure 4-21: The result of analysing CAD floor plans for three different real-life
projects. The evaluation result proves that the system is able to complete the recognition
process without user intervention
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Figure 4-22: Based on the research, an average score of 7.71 from 2,515 user study
samples was obtained, which indicates outstanding performance of the system

Figure 4-23: Statistic of the CAD recognition System. There are over ten thousand
requests per day
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4.5

Conclusion and Further Work

A complete system for the automatic detection and labelling of architectural elements from CAD format floor plan drawings has been proposed. It consists of
structural and semantic analysis processes for identifying relevant information
and filtering irrelevant information simultaneously. By applying these processes, useful architectural components, such as walls, windows and doors, can be
extracted.
Whilst the theory behind such systems has frequently been discussed over the
last two decades, no mature system has been developed for general use. Before
the release of the proposed system, manual processes have dominated the market
(AutoCAD Revit [123] and Chief Architect [37]). However, the results of a user
evaluation (ten thousand uses per day) demonstrate that the proposed system is
efficient and effective.
In China, the large population and increasing urbanisation have increased the
need for new housing, which has stimulated rapid real estate development. In
consideration of the proposed system’s contributions, it is believed that it can
have significant economic influence by benefiting the architectural industry.
The discussions and evaluations presented in this chapter have demonstrated
that the proposed system outperforms an existing method by reducing the processing time to only 2-3s. In the user study, the proposed system achieved an
impressive satisfaction rate (90%).
Based on previous discussion and evaluation, the system proposed in this
chapter outperform previous method by reducing processing time to just 2-3s.
Meanwhile, the system achieves an impressive satisfaction rate that nine out of
ten of the targeted users are satisfied with the result.
In future, the aim is to improve the proposed system in several ways. For
example, currently, it is weak when detecting arc walls. Thus, further research
into detecting arcs more efficiently is planned. Another problem is that, if the
user defines the unit in a floor plan incorrectly, the proposed system will fail
to extract anything from it and hence, this issue must be addressed in future.
Furthermore, constructing 3D models from 2D floor plans is required by both
designers and scientists, hence the intention is also to address this issue in the
near future.
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5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Conclusion and Contribution

For this thesis, the feasibility of applying state-of-the-art image-processing techniques to improve 3D facial mesh alignment and component extraction in CAD
floor plans has been studied as well as their potential advantages being evaluated. First, related research and technologies were reviewed. Then, an improved
application for registering 3D facial meshes was presented and evaluated. In addition, a fully automatic CAD floor plan regularisation and component extraction
system was proposed, which fuses image-processing techniques with a traditional
solution.
The contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows.
a. A methodology in which 2D image-processing methods are applied to provide solutions for 3D models was proposed;
b. An algorithm for finding dense correspondences between 3D facial meshes
was proposed. The advantages and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
were evaluated experimentally and compared with existing state-of-the-art
techniques;
c. A facial expression transfer method was introduced. The purposed method
was able to apply facial retargeting from 2D images to 3D meshes in realtime.
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d. A fully automatic CAD floor plan regularisation and component extraction
system was proposed. Similar to the proposed 3D mesh alignment solution,
it fuses image-processing techniques with traditional solutions to improve
CAD floor plan regularisation and component extraction performance. A
user study was also performed, and the proposed system was compared to
an existing one.

5.2

Future Work

The methodology proposed in this thesis has broad versatility. Due to time
limitations, for this study the proposed methodology was applied to two specific research areas. However, it is believed that the proposed methodology can
be applied to other fields, such as 3D mesh simplification. Previously, similar
methodologies have been applied in this way and thus, it is likely that the proposed methodology can be applied to the conversion of 3D structures into 2D
UV planes. A 3D mesh simplification algorithm that implements the proposed
image-processing techniques is expected to optimise or improve the 2D aspect.
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A
LINEAR FITTING

A.1

Introduction

In this section, implementation of an efficient linear method [6] for statistically
recovering the full 3D shape of faces from single 2D images is presented. Firstly,
the main mechanism of the linear method is explained in theory and the implementation of Aldrian and Smith’s linear method for 3D shape reconstruction is
demonstrated. Then, the experiments and testing results of the implementation
will be presented. Finally, the results and some future works are proposed.

A.2

Linear Shape Fitting Algorithm

People have used the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [24] for over ten years.
However, lots shape and texture fitting methods of 3DMM are non-linear [25,
125, 116]. Aldrian and Smith’s linear solution, which does not need to update
shape and texture parameters in iteration is presently the state-of-the-art method
for 2D to 3D fitting.
The details of this method are as following (Fig A-1):
a. Feature Points: Before starting the algorithm, a sparse set of N << p
feature points on the image A-2 is landmarked, where p is the number of 3D
scan vertexes. In the current case, all visible Farkas Feature points [45] are
selected and six edges-define points.Regarding those feature points in 2D,
there are notated them as xi ∈ R3 and for the corresponding 3D locations of
2D feature points, these are marked as homogeneous coordinates Xi ∈ R4 .
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Figure A-1: Five main steps for the linear shape fitting algorithm

b. Estimating Camera Projection Matrix: In the first step, the corresponding 2D-3D feature points are obtained. Then, the feature points and
the mean 3D-shape of the Basel Face Model (BFM) [116] are used to estimate an approximate camera projection matrix C [6]. With the aim of
calculating the approximate value of the camera projection matrix C, first,
fi = U Xi ,
the 2D and 3D feature points are normalised: xei = T xi and X
where T ∈ R3×4 and U ∈ R4×4 translate the centroid of the image/model
to the origin and scale them such that the RMS distances from the origin
√
√
is 3 for the 2D points and 3 for the 3D ones.
With the assumption that it is an affine camera, the normalised projece ∈ R3×4 , is computed using the Gold Standard Algorithm
tion matrix, C
c̃itehartley2000multiple. Given N ≥ 4 corresponding points between 2D
e is deimage and 3D model xi ↔ Xi , the maximum likelihood estimate of C
P
2
ef
termined,
h which
i minimises i kxei − C Xi k , subject to the affine constraint
f3 = 0 0 0 . Each correspondence pair has to follow 2N × 8 system of
C
equations:
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Figure A-2: Selected feature points in 2D
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Eq A.1 can be simply solved by using least squares, and the camera matrix
e .
can be obtained by a de-normalised function C = T −1 CU
c. Estimating 3D Variances: According to [24], 3D shape parameters can
be recovered by using a probabilistic approach. However, Aldrian and
2
Smith’s method need to calculate 2D variances σ2D,i
as well. As long as the
2D variances result can be obtained based on the estimation of 3D variances,
ten 3D out-of-sample spaces of BFM will be used in this estimation.Given
an out-of-sample face mesh vi (i.e. a face that was not used to train the sta108
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tistical model), it is possible to project onto the BFM to obtain the closest
(in a least squares sense) possible approximation of vi0 = SS T (vi − v̄) + v̄ .
With a set of (in this case, k = 10) vectors of squared errors ei = (vi − vi0 )2 ,
the variance associated with the coordinates of feature points in unit of
P
2
mm2 : σ3D,j
= k1 ki=1 êi,j can be computed, where êi are the sub-elements
of ei , which correspond to the N sparse feature points.
d. Estimating 2D Variances: In order to predict the variation in the image
2
plane, the result of 3D variation σ3D,j
to 2D has to be projected in pixels.
This can be computed by the following Eq A.2:


2
 2

 2
σ3D,3i−2
 2

σ2D,3i−2
η
σ3D,3i−1   
 2

2


σ2D,3i−1  = CT ×  2
 + η 
σ
 3D,3i 
2
σ2D,3i
0
1

(A.2)

where CT ∈ R3×4 is the camera projection matrix without a translational
component and η 2 is an ad hoc 2D pixel error; in this case η = 4 is used.
e. A Probabilistic Approach to get shape parameter: According to [6],
the probability of observing the data y for a given cs is:
P (y|cs ) =

3N
Y

vN · e

−

1
[ymodel2D,i −yi ]2
2σ 2
2D,i

(A.3)

i=1

where, ymodel2D,i are the homogeneous coordinates of the 3D feature points
projected into 2D and VN are the selected feature points in 3D. By transforming Eq A.3 to the Error Function,the shape reconstruction error can
be defined as below:

E = −2 · log P (Cs |y) =

3N
X
[ymodel2D,i − yi ]2
2
σ2D,i

i=1

+ kcs k2 + const

(A.4)

2
where, σ2D,i
are the 2D variances for each feature points and cs is the shape
parameter. As the aim is to minimise the error, the left side of Eq A.4 is
assumed as being zero. Then, the target cs can be computed by solving the
function.
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A.3

Experiments and Results

The Basel Face Model (BFM) is used as the dataset and model. Moreover, in the
experiments, the visible subset of Farkas Feature points and six self-defined edges
points are adopted as landmarks for the 2D images and 3D models. In order to
obtain sufficient results, four comprehensive tests have been processed.

A.3.1

Test 1: Ten in sample test and its result

In this test, the front 2D-view of 10 samples are adopted, which are used to
estimate 3D variances as the 2D inputs and for each input image, up to 65 feature
points are chosen. Then, the 85 most significant Eigen vectors are deployed
to reconstruct the faces. Compared with the mean shape reconstruction error
(2.8493e+005) through the BFM model (ps. this reconstruction is a 3D to 3D
reconstruction), that of this 2D to 3D linear method is 1.3060e+006. Moreover,
if the ad hoc 2D pixel error is carefully selected, it can go below 9.0e+006.

Figure A-3: Ten in the sample test

A.3.2

Test 2: Five out-of-sample test and its results

The BFM is used to generate 5 random faces and their front views are deployed
as 2D input in the second test. Similar to Test 1, for each input image, up to 65
feature points are chosen. Then, the 85 most significant vector modes are used to
reconstruct the faces. Compared with the mean shape reconstruction error 8.2747
through the BFM model (ps. this reconstruction is a 3D to 3D reconstruction
and the error is low because it is generated from the BFM), that of this 2D to 3D
linear method is 5.0590e+005. Moreover, if the ad hoc 2D pixel error is carefully,
it can go below 5.0e+005.
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A.3.3

Test 3: Pose test and its results

Five faces are used in test one and the face is in 6 poses (0,15,30,45,60, and
75 degrees, respectively). For the lower degree posed images, about 60 visible
feature points are chosen and for those of a higher degree at least 50 visible
feature points are selected. Then, the 70 most significant Eigen vectors are used
to reconstruct the faces. Compared with the mean shape reconstruction error
2.8493e+005 through the BFM model, which of this 2D to 3D linear method is
1.4070e+006.

A.4

Conclusions and Future Works

Referring to the evaluations, it emerges that the accuracy of this linear approach
is comparable to a state-of-the-art analysis-by-synthesis algorithm. Also, it is
impressively faster (less than two seconds using un-optimised Matlab code versus
several minutes [24]). However, manual adjustment for ad hoc parameters is still
needed for this technique. Hence, in the future, it is possible to find a solution for
the automatic selection of the ad hoc 2D pixel error. Moreover, in this study, the
construction result of this algorithm is highly dependent on the selection of 2D
images, which means efforts on attaining greater stability will have to be exerted
in the future.
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